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D E S I GN CONST R UCT I 3 1 L I TY REM I EU S
I n troduc t i on
The design construct i bi 1 i ty review has rece 'ed greater
em p h a. s i s o v e r the last f ew y e a. r s a s a m e a n s o f curb: n g the
rising cost of construction and the trend towards t gat on
in contract disputes. A process which was once taken for
granted a s part of the d e s i g n p r o c e d u r e h a s n ow b e c om e a
n
item unto itself. Owners have been driven to this because
of the number of claims made by contractors due to
inaccurate, inc omp 1 e t e or amb i guou s p 1 an s or- sp e c i f i c a t i on s ,
and because the owner is becoming less satisfied with the
qua! i ty of work he is receiving. The designers are not
c omp 1 e t e 1 y to b 1 ame . In high i n f 1 a t i on ar y t i me s , on c e a
project has been funded, it must be designed and constructed
as quickly as p oss i b 1 e to maximize the c on =• t r u c t i on
obtainable within available funds. Although large federal
funded projects will be de s i gn e d p r i or t o c on s t r u c t i on
funding, smaller projects funded at the activity level are
designed and awarded in the fiscal year. Adequate rev i ew
can be time consuming and costly, and until recently, \ia =
considered a luxury. With the current trends in the
construction industry, the design construct ib
quickly becoming a necessity.
rei' ! eW

" Con st r uc t i b i 1 i t y is the p r ac t i c a 1 it y o f a p r o j ec t
des i gn , i nc 1 u d i n g the c 1 ar i t y of the c on t r ac
t
doc ume n t =• t o be u n de r s t ood
,




nstructibi 1 i t y r e v i ew s a s =• u r
e




s i gn i f i c an t e r r or s , om i ss i on s an d amb i gu i ties.
Accomplishment of construct i bi 1 i ty r e v i e w
s
sufficiently in a d v a n c e of ad v erti semen t i s
essential to assure that adequate time exists for
c or r ec t i on of deficiencies. It mu s t be emp h as i z e d
that c on s t r u c t i b i 1 i t y r e v i ews are not a su bs t i t u t
for the designer " s r e sponsi bi 1 i t y t o c h e c k t h e
a c c urac y a n d completeness of d r aw i n gs ?. n d
specifications be f or e the y ar e su bm i 1 1 e a for
rev i ew . " (21
)
This definition is found in the forward to the Naval
Fac i 1 i t i es Engineer ing Command publ i cat i on P-446
,
Con s t r u c t i b i 1 i t y Re v i ews It emphasizes that the
cons true t i b i 1 i ty review should not be confused with a
technical r e v i ew . Technical ade q u ac y i s the re sp on s i b i 1 i t
y
of the designer and should be reviewed by the project
e n g i neer~" w i t h the de s i gn firm if q u est i on s sh ou 1 d ar i se .
Th is rev i ew is al so not a f unc t i onal rev i ew . The owner , i
n
c on j u c t i on w i t h the de s i gn e r , sh ou Id de t e rm i n e the
functional requirements of the facil i ty and the most
effective mean s of i mp 1 erne n ting th ose f unc t i on s . The
requirements should be fixed by the 35% design review. (19)
Fr om t h i s p o i n t , de s i gn an d adm i n i s t r a t i v e initiatives ar
e
based on the fulfill men t of these f unc t i on s
.
Con s t r u c t i b i 1 i t y e n c omp asse s the entire c on s t r u c t i on
p roce ss f r om the own e r , designer and c on struct or p o i n t s of
'> i ew . The p r- o j e c t m a n a q e r m u s t k e e p these three
per so ec t i y e s in mi n d as the contract i s r e v i ewe d . 1 r line

w i t h the technical an d f u n c t i on a 1 re y i ews
?
c on = t r u c t i b i i *
•
c o u Id be c o n s i de r e d the "a dm i n i s t r a t i y e " re v i ew . Them a n
concern is to ensure that the contract documents accurate! -
detail the w o r k t o b e d o n e a n d a d e q u ate! y a dd r e s s k n ow
n
factors which might affect the accompl ishment of that work.
A 1 t h ou gh o t her asp e c t s of the p r o j e c t mi gh t be i n c 1 u de d , the
p r i mar y obj ec t i y e of the c on s t r u c t i b i 3 i t y r e y i ew i s t o
ensure that the job can be accompl i shed as the contract
documents descr i be i n wr i ting and dep i c t in the p 1 ans . and
that one doc umen t d o e s not c o n t r ad i c t a n
o
then .
The method of review varies from organization to
on gan i z a t i on , as does the ex per i ence of the i n d i y i du a I
assigned to accompl i sh the review. In order to ensure that
e y en an inexperienced pro j set ma n a g e r p e r f o rm s a n a d equate
review, guide! ines should be establ ished to cover the- major
p o i n t s o f c o n c e r n . The s i m p 1 e s t me a n s o x p e r f o r m i n g s u c h a
n e y i ew i s t h r o u g h use o f a c h e c k 1 i s t p r o c e d u r e . r g a n i z e
d
i n a manner to facilitate u s e w i t h a y ar i e t y o f c o n tract
s u b j e c t s < a checklist c a n p r o v i de g u i d anee to t h e re v i e w e r
,
document discrepancies and establ i sh a vehicle for feedback





P r o f e = s i onal i sm
One reason to perform a review o+" any kind = to ens
that the work being accompl ished meets the standards set :
the f i rm or the i ndi y i dual . A repu tat i on i s based on i ' =
accuracy and completeness of the job performed. To a
profess i oral , his repu tat i on i s his 1 i ye 1 i hood . Wh i 1 e tr.
term professional has many connotations, the Labor
Management Relations Act, as amended in 1947, defined the
t e rm " p r of e ss i on a 1 emp 1 oy e e "
.
The term " p r of e ss i on a 1 emp 1 oy e e " me an s :
a. any employee engaged in work <1) predominantly
i n t e 1 1 e c t u a 1 an d y ar i e d i n c h ar ac t e
r
ip posed to
r ou tine me n t a 1 , manual , me c h an i c a 1 , or p h ys i c ?.
wor k ; (2 ) i n y o 1 y i n g c on s i s t e n t e x ere i se o
f
discretion and judgment in its performance: ( ; of
s u c h a c h a r a c t e r that the o u t p u t p r o d u c e d o r the
r e s u 1 t a c c om pi i s h e d c a n n o t be s t a n d a r d i z e d in
re 1 at i on t o a g i y en peri od of time; ( -i ) r e q u : r n g
k n ow 1 edge o f a n a d y a n c e d t y p e in a
s c i e n c e o r 1 e a r n i n g c u s t om ar i 1 y a c q u r e
p r o 1 o n g e d c o u r s e of specialized ; " ~
?





1 earn i ng or -a hosp i tal , as di st i ngu i shed from a
general academic education o r * r om a n
ap prent i c e sh i p or f r om t r a i n i n g in the pert orman c e
of routine mental , manual , or physical processes;
or
c o u r •= e s ob. any employee, who (1) has completed tr
specialized intellectual instruction end stud}
described in clause (4) of paragraph (a), end (2)
is p e r form i ng related wor k u n der t h e su p e r v i s i on
of a professional person to qua! ify himself to
become a professional employee as defined in
p a r a g r a p h ( a ) . (27
)
Wh i 1 e th i s def i n i t i on 1 i sts four requ i remen ts necessary to
be considered a professional employee by legal standards.
most professionals also must be registered by a state
1 i censing board and usually belong to a professional
society. These societies represent the interest s o f t h e i
r
members and serve as administrators of the standards set by
their p r of e ss i on . The Na t i on a 1 Soc i e t y of Pr of ess i or, a !
En g i n e e r s ( N . S . P . E . > , wh ich i s c omp r i se d of e n g
i
nee r s of all
fields, has establ i shed a Code of Ethics as guidel i nes for
their members to follow and although these codes have no
legal b a s is, the y a r e v e r y e f f e c t i v e 1 y e n f o r ceo t h r o u g h p e e r
pressure. The American Society of Ciui i Engineers "ias
C h o s en to define r o f e s s i o n " 1 e s s tec h n i •; :- than the
Labor Relations Man aqeme n t Act, ye t the ; on n o t a t h 9

won d are mor e c omp 1 e t e 1 y de sc r i bed. As p u b 1 i s h e d in the i
r
Q f f i c i a 1 Register :
A profession is the pursui t of a learned art in a
spirit of public service ... [and] i s a c all i n g n
which special knowledge and skill are used in a
distinctly intellectual plane in the service of
mankind, and in which the successful expression of
creative ab i 1 i t >- and appl i cat ion of professional
knowledge are the primary rewards. There is
i mp 1 i ed the appl i cat ion of the highest standards
of excellence in the education fields p r ere q u i s i t e
to the calling, in the performance of services,
and in the ethical conduct of its members. Also
imp 1 i ed i s the consc i ous recogn i t i on of the
p r o f e s s i o n ' s ob 1 i g a t i o n t o s oc i e t y t o a d u a n c e it =•
standards and to prescribe the conduct of i ts
members . ( 1
)
P r o f e s s i o n a 1 i sm c a n n o t be decreed. It i s a lea r n e d be h a - ; o
r
reinforced by personal satisfaction in the job accompl ished
and by recogn i t i on as a compe tent i nd i y i dual in the field.
A p r o f e s s i on a 1 s h o u 1 d t a k e t h o s e a c t i o n s n e c e s s a r y t o e n s u r e
t h a t the w o r k h e h a s p r o d u c e d i s o f the hi g h est caliber o t"
w h i c h he i s c a
p
able. In the c a s e o f a p r o
j
ect m a n age - , t h i
s
mean s p e r f o rm i n g a n a d e q u a t e r e v i ew o f the c o n t r a c t
doc ume n t s to minimize c on f u s i on in the b i ds an d c o= t 1 >
6

changes to the owner. It includes looking out tor the
ow n e n ' s interest while en s u r i n g t h e c
o
ntract o r i s a f f o r d e
d
the opportunity to ac compl i sh the job and receive
c on si de r a t i on f or h i s wor k . Finally, the p r o j e c t man a ge r
w ill conduct a p r o p e r re v i ew w h i c h c o n s i d e r s the i m p a c t o
f
the contract work on the health, safety and we 1 tare ot the
p u b 1 i c a n d c o r r e c t s deficiencies in the sate t y m e a s u r e s
r e q u i red.
Cost Re due t i on
Although one would 1 ike to be 1 ieve that prof essi onal ism
a lone i n s t i ga ted the call tor impr ovemen t i n c on t r ac ting
procedures, the driving force behind the push was more
likely a need to identity c os t r e du c t i on ac t i on s . The
rising c os t s of c on struct i on r e su 1 tin q t r om c h an ge s made
a 1 1 e r c ontract aw a r d creates m a n y p r ob 1 em s tor t h e ow n e r
wor k i n g with a t i x e d bu dge t . Be s i de s i n c r e ase d c os t s
,
add i t i on a 1 c on tract t i me i s of ten assoc i a. t a d w i t h c h an ge
o r de r s due t o c ontr a c t d o c um e n t e r r o r s , om i s s i o n s o
r
amb i gu i ties. The t i me i nvol ved can 1 ead to more probl ems
it affects other areas of construction or if seasonal
weather problems become a factor not previously cons nerec
in the c o n t r act. Time i s mo n e y , and 1 o s t o r del a y t me c a
n
result in a v e r y e
x





Li ab i 1 i ty has become a top i c o+ i ncreasi ng concern , a =
bo t h own e r s an d c on t r ac t or s 1 ook to the re sp on s i b * e p a r t y t o
cover their losses. Legally, 1 i a'ta i 1 i ty ma c o
'
: e r ' e d u n d e r
the 1 aw o f torts, o r w r o n g s . There a re tw o c a teg o r i e = o f
t o r t s , i n t e n t i o n a 1 a n d u n i n t e n t i o n a 1 , a 1 s o V, n ow n a s
n e g 1 i gen c e . (13 ) An i n t e n t i on a 1 wr on g , w i t h t h e p r op e r
evidence t o p r o u e i t was intentional, a 1 w a y s i n c u r
s
1 iabi 1 i ty on the wrongdoer. Negl igence, on the other hare,
can be difficult to prove. The doctrine of negl igence
s t a t e s that " e v e r y penso n ow e s to e >.> e r y o then per so n the
duty to exercise reasonable care and skill in the
performance of its duties to avoid injuring the other-
person." (14) Reasonable care and skill is based on the
act i o n s o f an a '•.•' e r a g e re a s o n a b 1 y p r u dent p e r s on. T h i s
def i n i t i on is far from def i n i t i ye and i s the crux ot many
1 i ab i 1 i ty su i ts
.
In add i t i on t o ac c u sa t i on s of n eg 1 i ge n c e , c on t r ac
t
interpretation disputes have caused an increase in
1 i t i gat i on . The i n ten t of the con trac t i ng par ties, as
expressed in the printed contract, is determined in order to
make equitable c ompen s a t i o n . 5 r r o r s , cm i s s i o n s a n
d
am b i g u i tie s can lead t o a m i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the i n t e n t : -
the contract. Court rul i nqs abound in t h i s a r e a .
general p h i 1 o s o p h y is t h a t "an interpretati o n wh c
h
reasonable meaning to all Darts of an instrument wi

preferred t o o n e w h i c h 1 e a v e s a p o r t i o n of it u s e 1 e = h .
i n e x p 1 i c a b 1 e , in o p e r a t i v e , Moid, i n s i g n i f i c a n t , me an i n g 1 e s =
or super f 1 u ou s ; nor sh ou Id an y p r ou i =• i on be c on s t r u e d as
be i ng i n conf 1 i c t w i th another . . . [Hoi -Gar Mf g . Cor p .
United States, 169 Ct. CI. 334, 351 F.2d 972 (1965)3." 15
Also, the court will not "reject nor treat as redundant zr
m e a n i n g 1 ess, a n y o art o +" the contract i f me a n i n g r e a s o n a b ] e
and consistent wi th other parts- may be given i t or if the
contract ma y be construed w i t h the w o r d o r w o r d s left :
n
CBeagl e-Ch i 1 cu t t Painting Co., 60-2 BCA 2731 (I960)]." (16
Generally, in instances where the contract documents 1 a.d t<
some confusion, the courts will rule against the party
r e sp on s i b 1 e for preparing the doc ume n t . " 3 i nee on e wh
o
s p e a k s o r writes c a n b y e x a c t n e s s of e x p r e s s i o n mo r e e as
i
prevent mistakes in meaning than the one with whom he 5
deal ing, doubts arising from ambiguity of language are
resolved in favor of the latter [4 Will i son , Contract, 3d
ed.
,
para. 621 , 1961 3 . " (17)
Mos t c on tract s w ill require that b i dde r s r e p or t obv i ou
mistakes in the c on tract to the own e r ' s a 1 1 e n t i on .
Con tract or s h a v e be e n de n i ed c 1 a i ms. f or e r r or s wh i c h the y
s h o u 1 d h a v e c a u g h t , h ow e v e r the trend s e em s t o h o 1 d t h
e
ow n e r re s p o n s i b 1 e f o r e n s u r ing the d o c umen t s are free o
f
glaring errors. Al th ou gh some c on t r ac t or s get a r epu t a t i on
for be i ng change order claim " ar t i sts" by b i ddi ng
error-ridden contracts low end making their prof i t z-r the

claims, it can be u ery difficult to p
r
-iu e that n trac tor
k n ew ot the e r r o r p r i or t o aw a r d . L a r g e , c om p 1 e x p r o j e c t
w i th mu 1 t i p 1 e and subs tan t i ye adder dums and mod i f i cat i ens
are prime candidates for high change on den nates.
The in s u n anee i n d u s t n y ' s n e s p o n s e to t h e i ncre a = i
litigation has been to i n c n e a s e p rem i um s f o n ow n e r s
,
designers a n d c o n t n a c t o n s , alike. In the U n i ted S t a t e s , t h e
insurance industry col lects an estimated $249 bill ion in
p n em i urns e ac h ye an . I n su nance c omp an i e s c 1 a i m t h a t i n 1 985 ,
they paid out $1.18 in claim settlements and associated
expenses -for- every $1.00 in premiums collected and were
simply not prepared -for the sudden outlay ot funds. They
b 1 ame the i ncre ase i n se 1 1 1 erne n t s on the c ou n t s be i n g ov e n 1
y
symp a t h e t i c to the plaintiffs and on 1 awyer s ; ' c n e a t i n g
"
cases. Consumer- advocate groups blame the insurance
i n du s t n y f on p oon i n v e s tme n t policies, n e su 1 t i n g i n t h e i
n
1 ack of ab i 1 i ty to mee t the i n f i nanc i al nespons i b i 1 i t i es
.
The 1 986 F 1 on i da Le g i s 1 a tune p asse d " n ad i c a 1 " t on t net onm
concerning the i n su n an c e c n i s is. I n add i t i on t o o then
me asu n e s , t h i s n e f onm repealed the doc trine of" j o i n t an d
several 1 iabil i ty for claims in excess of $25,000. A-=
def i ned by B 1 ac k '' s L aw D i c t i on an y , "a 1 iabi 1 i t: 3 r t o
be joint and several when the credi ton may sue pne or more
of the panties to such 1 iabi 1 i ty separate 1 /, or al o+ them
toge then at h i s op t i on . " i 2> Th i s doc tn i ne has tieen j n owr
a s the "deep p o c k e t " rule. If there a n s t h r e e defendants
10

found responsible in a 1 iabi 1 i ty I awsu i t and on i * one =
f i nanc i al 1 y abl e to pay the amoun t awarded the plaintiff,
that i nd i >> i dual mu s t pay the full amou n t . The courts -felt
that the plaintiff had the right t o the aw a n d b y w h a t e '< a r
means the de f e n dan t s c ou Id make the p ayme n t . Op p on e n t = t c
t h i s doctrine argued that it p u n i s h e d t h o s e w h o c ar r i e d
i n su r an c e or h ad other financial re sou r c e s . Gr ou p s
ady oca t i n g the tort ref orm , such as Pr oj e c t C i v i 1 Ref orm
,
we r e on 1 y p ar t i a 1 1 y p 1 e ase d w i t h the legislation. In
addition to other tort reform, the Florida legislature
mandated a freeze on insurance premiums in the state. The
effect of t h i s 1 e g i s 1 a t i on h as n o t ye t be en full y real i z e d
,
bu t two ma.j or i n su r an c e c omp an i e s de c i ded t o i mme d i a t e 1 y
stop wr i ting new policies in Fl or i da . Th i s cou 1 d 1 ead to
f i rms not be i ng abl e to get i nsu ranee at any price. Se
1
r
i n s u r a n c e am on g 1 a r g e fir m s o r i n s u r e r ' s g r o u p s am o u n q
c o n s t r u c t i o n organ izati o n m em b e r s h a v e bee om e •> i a b 1 e





ntr a c t re u i ew s a n d i m p r
o
m e d co n s t r u c t i o n p r act i c e s i n
order to re du c e the p oss i b i 1 it y of c 1 a. i ms aga i n s t the




RIGHTS AND RESPONS I BI LITI E<
D u t y o f the Re \> i ew e r
Th e i n d i u i du -a I re u i ew i n g the c on t r ac t doc ume n t s f or
con s true t i b i 1 i ty wi 1 1 norma.] \y be the project manager
a s s i q n e d to adm i n i s ten the c o n t r a c t onee i t h a s been
aw a r d e d . In order t o p e r -f o rm a p r oper re v i ew , the re y i ew e r
needs to be farni 1 i ar wi th the scope of the project, the
general construction techniques an d the r
i
gh t s an
d
responsibilities of each o-f the parties in v o 1 \> e d , main] y
contractor, the designer, the owner and the general publ




The Con trac tor
The contractor has the respons i b i
]
\ ty to execute the
intent of the contract in a workman! ike fashion using the
reasonable care and skill expected of an average prudent man
in his trade. His work should be commensurate with the
compensation he receives. He has the respons ibi 1 i ty to
report to the owner any glaring mistakes he finds in the
contract documents while he prepares his bid. He is
g o '•.•' erne d b y 1 o c a 1 b u i 1 d i n q c o d e s a n d s h o u 1 d n o t v i o 1 ate
t h o s e c o d e s e v en if the s p e c i f i c a t i o n s i n d i c a t e o t h e rw i s e
5uch contradict i o n s s h o u i d b e b r o u g h t t o the ow n e r s
attention. A contractor has the respons; bi 1 ;y to ensure
12

the safety o-f his workers arid the safety of the general
publ i c at the time o-f construction and through the : ife o-f
the -f ac i 1 i ty by adherence to bu i Iding codes and industry
standards
.
The Pes i oner
Th e de s i gn e r has the re sp on s i b i 1 it y o-f t r an sf orm i n g the
own e r " s ideas and desires into a won k ab 1 e so 1 u t i on
,
incorporating -function and safety as required by law and
industry standards. He is required to exercise reasonable
care and skill in the performance ot his duties. Design
1 iabi 1 i ty is c i ted when this standard has not been met.
Details ot architectural and engineering agreements will
d i -f -f e r , h owe v e r it i s n orma 1 1 y the de s i gn e r "' s r e sp on s i b i 1 i t >•
to ensure that a contract package is technically complete
and accurate when presented to the owner for advertisement
or negotiation. Unless it has been otherwise arranged, the
own e r will be responsible -for p ro'-> i d i n g the adm i n i s t r a t i u e
additions to the contract documents. The designer alio has
r i gh t s inherent to every contract. Ma i n 1 y , he h as the right
to receive compensation -for the work he has performed.
Should errors or omissions be -found in his work, not due to
negl igence, he should have the right to correct that work
wi thout be i ng 1 i abl e tor resul t i ng probl ems. Determi n r
g
reasonable care and ski 11 is not easy and can be taken tc
1 i t i qat i on tor a t
i





Ultimately, it is the ow n e r ' s dec i s i o n w h a t i s t o b e
included in a contract. The owner is paying for the work
and will determine the use of the final product. He has the
right to expect wor k c omme n su rate with the fee he is p a - n g .
The owner has many other responsibil ities. He must define
what he wants from the designer or contractor. If he is
uncertain at the onset, then he must work with the designer
to clarify the areas of indecision. He must be will ing to
pay for what he wants. This is the beginning of many
problems. The owner needs to be aware of the true cost of a
project and be will ing to pay that price or cut back on the
de s i gn . Th e contract doc ume n t s de t a i 1 wh at the own e r i
s
requesting. It is important that he read and understand
what is being contracted for in his name. Finally, the
owner must real i ze that both designers and contractors,
while exercising the reasonable care and skill required by
their profession, can and will make mistakes for which the
owner may hay e to assume financial responsibil ity. For this
reason, many inexperienced owners may choose to hire a
construct i on man aqeme n t < CM ) firm.
A construction manager wi 1 1 act as the owner = ager - in
the administration of a contract. While some firms may have
a smal 1 construction force, the majori ty of wor'-:' wi ' be
accompl i shed by subcontractors. Fee arrangements vary, cut
a popular method is for the CM firm to work en a fixed fee
14

establ i shed after approximately 60 percent design. Th s
reduces the opportunity for confl ict ot" interest and enable
the CM t o mor e effectively operate in the own e r ' s be s
t
interest. Any design items which are still in Question at
60 percent design can be estimated at one cost and flagged
to be adjusted u p o r dow n depending o n the ow n a r s i i n a 1






Each type of organization in the business of
adm i n i s t e r i n g construction contracts has de v e 1 op e d it s own
method ot performing a constructibility review. Many times
it may be accomplished in conjunction with technical and
functional reviews and not separately acknowledged, but the
essence o-f the review is being performed.
Private Industry
Two large, nation-wide construction management firms
were interviewed concerning their constructibility review
procedures. (3,4) The emphasis placed on adequate review of
design is evidenced by the experience level of the personnel
assigned and the amount of time allocated to perform the
coordination efforts. Construction management -firms rely
heavily on their reputation for success and that reputation
is dependent on presenting a completed project on time and
within budget. Adequate review is essential to meeting
those requirements. One firm designated an individual at
the onset of the project to coordinate with the design -firm
and to carry that project to completion. The reviews were
based primarily on that individual's personal experience. <5)
The second firm chose to special i ze and have an individual
exclusively coordinating with the design efforts and
16

detached from the actual construction phase. The review
procedures included contract compl i ance with a check 1 ist
utilized by the firm's estimating department and application
of the "project executive's" personal experience. (.6) The
advantage o-f the -first method is that a V:*y i n d i v i dual
becomes intimately -famil i ar with the contract documents and
has personal impact on the methods o-f construction and types
o-f material to be utilized. The second organization,
however, allows the development o-f special i zed -fields. The
individual should be able to quickly identify and correct
the common errors or omissions and concentrate on the
speci-fic construct ibility aspects of the project. The
second method must include some form of indirect feedback to
the project executive on the course of the construction
phase in order to keep him current and prevent similar-
problems from recurring. The first organization has direct
feedback to the individual responsible and could provide






check system is a standardized method for
detecting errors and omissions. It was developed in 1982 by
Mr. William T. Nigro while he served in the Civil Engineer
Corps, U.S. Navy, at the office in charge of construction.
Trident Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay, Georgia (OICC
Trident). He has since started a private practice in which
17

he trains personnel in his technique and per -forms consulting
work applying the method. Through experience, he -found that
errors and omissions accounted -for almost halt of the change
orders required on construction contracts. He states in an
article outlining his method, "While c on du c t i ng 1 p ercent
design reviews, it is not unusual to -find an average o-f -five
coordination errors or omissions per drawing. On an average
* 1 million pr o.j e c t w i t h 100 c on t r ac t dr aw i n gs , a 1 mos t 50
errors can be -found." (10) Red i check focuses on the
coord
i
nat i on be tween d i sc i p 1 i nes . A CADD system or 1 i gh t
table is recommended to facil itate overlaying the drawings
and checking for confl icting designs. The typical errors
which Red
i
check can identify are listed:
* Structural drawings with column locations and
grid lines that vary w i t h ar c h i t e c t u r a 1 dr aw i n gs
.
* Architectural floor plans that do not match
other discipline floor plans.
* Architectural reflected ceiling plans that do
not match light fixtures on electrical dr aw i n gs or-
cein n g grille s/r e g i s t e r s on me c h an i c a 1 dr aw i n gs
.
* Electrical drawings that indicate items of
e q u i pme n t with different h or se p owe r rati n gs
,
voltages, and phases than mechanical drawings
an d/or sp e c i f i c a t i on s
.
* Mechanical drawings that read "see structural
drawings for additional roof supports" while




check system utilizes the sequence of construction
as i t s gu i de 1 i n e , w i t h the c i v i 1 engineering dr aw i n gs be i n
g
checked first, then the structural , underground utilities,
13

electrical, mechanical and finally the architectural. It
emphasizes that it is not a substitute tor the technical
review. Six guidel ines recommended to reduce the ri =-k of
error are to "show the right information the least number of
times and preferably only once; avoid notes such as "see
architectural" or "see structural"; keep the number of
dr aw i n gs to a mini mum ; a v o i d ma t c h line s ; keep the same
orientation on all plans; and all wall sections should be
shown at relative elevations to each other on the same
sheet." (11) For the Re di check to be most effective, it is
recommended that it be applied at the 100 percent design
review and that an average of 45 minutes per drawing be
dedicated. In the >>ery first year of implementation at 01 CC
Trident, the construction percentage cost of change orders
decre ase d from ten percent t o j u s t ov e r two percent . < ?
)
Although the cost and time associated with the reviews was
not compared to the projected savings for rate of return
purposes, the benefits were certainly real i zed in both
dollars and timely c omp 1 e t i on s
.
The U.S. Mav y •' s Gu i de 1 ines
Use of the Re di check method for design review is
encouraged throughout the Naval Facil i ties Engineering
Command (NAMFAC)
,
however a complete construe t i b i 1 i tv re 1 -' iew
requires more than an interdiscipl i nary check of the plans
an d sp e c i f i c a t i on s . Guidelines f or c on t r ac t u r a 1
1?

appropriations are based on the Federal Aqursition
Re gu 1 a t i on s < FAR ) and ar e sp e c i f i c a 11 y detailed t or Nay y
contracting in the NAMFAC P
-
6 8 Contr a c t i n q M a n u a 1 ,
considered the "bible" for contract administration.
Technical specifications and dr aw i n gs ar e c o v e r e d i n Sect i on
III, Preprocuremen t Actions, Part 4. This section addresses
items such as clarity, performance specifications, "or
e q u a 1 " sp e c i f i c a t i on s , proprietor y sp e c i f i c a t i on s
,
c oor d i n a t i on of specifications and of sp e c i f i c a t i on s w i t
h
drawings, collateral equipment, contractor quality-
provisions and several other topics. Each section is
referenced to the FAR p roM i s i on wh i c h gov e r n s . < 23
)
Division One of the specifications is reserved for
administrative rather than technical requirements and is
covered by Section IU, Part 2 of the P-6B. A few of the
items addressed in this section are bid items, experience
clauses, bonds, assumption of risk, completion dates,
liquidated damages, insurance, government furnished
equ i pmen t and war ran ties. (24) Sec t i on III, Par t 4 and
Section VJ , Part 2 are provided in Appendix Two for more
information on the items covered.
While the Red
i
check system recommends that the review
be conducted at 10 0/; design, the Resident Officer in Charge
of Con s true t i on i RO ICC) c on tract adm i n i s t r a t i on h an dbook
sets review at ?5/i design. Technical reviews are made at
35'-; and ?5'-; while funtional reviews are made at 35". design
20

on 1 y , at ter wh i ch t i me tunc t i onal requ i remen ts shou 1 d be
set. (18) Some asp e c t s ot the c on s t r u c t i b i 1 i t y r e v i ew are
ace omp 1 i sh e d at 35/. de s i gn , su ch as the i n t e r d i sc i p 1 i n ar y
coordination check and value engineering determination.
Ualue engineering is a methodology used to reduce costs or
s i mp 1 it y construction processes w i t h ou t de gr ad i n g the
function required. Man -/ times value engineering is
associated with reducing the qual i tv of the materials and
deleting the "extras" in a project, but an effective value
analysis will reduce costs without sacrificing quality or
aesthetics. (12) It is important for value analysis to be
considered early in a project, but it can be appl i ed at any
point prior to and after award of a contract. Many large
contracts will include a Ualue Engineering c 1 au se a 1 1 ow i n
g
for the contractor to present cost saving ideas with which
he might have experience. The 35% review allows for early-
detection of errors or misunderstandings of what the project
is to ac c omp 1 i sh . Th e adm i n i s t r a t i v e r e q u i r erne n t s , h owe v e r
.
are not su f f i c i e n 1 1 y de tailed t o a 1 1 ow f or a c omp r e h e n s i v
e
review, although it would be beneficial to have the
tentative r e q u i r erne n t s at this t i me i n or de r t o sc r e e
n
su bse q uent p r ob 1 ems an d t o r e se ar c h a 1 t e r n a t i u e sol u t i on s
.
By the 95X r e v i ew , the pr o.j e c t is in it s p r e -f i n a 1
stage. All technical and adm i n i s t r a t i u e requirement s h a v e
been detailed. It is v e r y i mp or t an t that a t h or ou gh rev i ew
be c on du c t ed at this point to minimize tut u r e p r ob 1 ems w i t
h

the c on tract. Ace or d i n g to the RO I CC h an dbook , ten won k i n g
days ane allotted ton the distribution, review and return of
all c on t r ac t documen t s . This is n e c e ssan y t o e n su n e t i me 1 y
completion of the review and subsequent advertisement of the
contract. It would be more neal istic to set the time
a 1 1 ow e d -for- re v i ew ace o n d i n g to the size a n d c om p 1 e < i t y z f
the project . Adequate r e v i ew c an be t i m e - c o n s um i n g b u t w I 1
pay -for itself by minimizing costly change on dens and time
extensions due to incomplete and inaccurate contract
documents. Documentation collected on the use ot the
Red
i
check system at Trident Naval Submarine Base, Kings Bay,
Ge or g i a sh owe d that the percentage of c on s t r u c t i on c os t s
attributed to change orders decreased from 1 0'/. to 2'/. the
first year the system was introduced. (3> Although cost is
usually the major concern, time extensions due to change
on dens can cneate additional problems. The key to reducing
these problems is to control the qual i ty of the contracts
be i ng prepared
.
One step taken by the Naval Fac i 1 i t i es Engineering
Command to improve the contracts prepared has been the
establ ishment of the Con tn acts Qual i ty Assurance Division.
This division was extabl ished in November 1985, in response
to several audits and inspections which cited poor contract
qual i t y for the i n c n e as i n g c os t of c on t r ac t c 1 a i ms . It =
responsible for- revising contract procedures, improv ng
contract language to ensure c 1 a n i t y , d e v eloping g u i de 1 i n e
5

for documentation of contractor performance, and determ ning
training criteria tor per son n e 1 in v o 1 v ed in c on t r ac t q u a 1 it
y
assurance. One such improvement implemented by the division
has been the inclusion of qua! i ty assurance of design as a
selection evaluation -fact or i n h i ring Ar c h i t ec t -En g i n e e r
f i rms . An i n t erd i sc i p 1 i n ar y c oor d i n a t i on r e v i ew h as been
incorporated into the statement ot work tor an A—E contract.
This has been made a specific cost item in negotiating the
A-E fee. The coordination reviews must accompany the design
at the 35% and 95'/. review stages and are spot checked tor
correction of the errors noted. These changes were
incorporated into the P—68 in July 1986, with the addition
of Appendix J, Architect-Engineering (A-E) Design
Deficiencies: Criteria for Establishing and Processing
Possible A-E Contractor Liability. The FAR requires that
A-E 1 i ab i 1 i ty be enforced and monies col lee ted for costs
incurred by the government, unless the administrative costs
of collecting it wou Id exceed the r ^ c ov e r ab 1 e c os t s . ' 23
)
This new .requirement and the other improvements implemented
by the Con tract Qu a 1 i t y Assu r an c e D i u i s i on sh ou Id held t o




THE MECHANICS OF THE REUIEUJ
Th e publication of i nstr uc t i on s a 1 on e w ill not i rnpr ou
e
the qual i ty of the contract documents. Guide! ines ran only
be effective it presented in a manner which f ac i 1 i tates the
review. They must be detailed enough to cover a wide range
of situations and yet not be too cumbersome to use. The
NAUFAC Pu b 1 i c a t i on -446 , C onstructibi 1 i t y R e v i ews , g i v e s
general guide! ines tor the execution of a review. The
gu i de 1 i n e s are divided i n t o b i dd i n g i n f orma t i on
,
gener a 1
p ar agr ap h s , and sp e c i f i c a t i on s an d dr aw i n gs . Th
e
spec i f i c a t i on s an d dr aw i n gs section i s f u r t h e r d i v i de d into
divisions wh i c h correlate to the Con s t r u c t i on Sp e c i f i c a t I on
s
Institute < CS I > standard c on t r ac t d i u i s i on s . Us i n g t h i
s
beak down of work and a check 1 ist of i terns to be considered,
a very effective r e v i ew tool is created.
The Re d i check system r e c omme n ds pert orm i n g the re w i e
w
in the same sequence as the construction wi 1 1 take place.
Th is all ows a 1 og i c a 1 and c omp 1 e t e e <> a 1 u a t i on of the de sign.
F o r p u r p o s e s o f a c o n s t r u c t i b i 1 i t y r e y i ew , the C S I f o rm a t
allows a standardization of any type of project. Using the
Uniform Construction I n d e x < UC I ) , w h i c h w a s de v e 1 o p e d f o r
cos t an a 1 y s is p u r p ose s , the CS I d i >> i s i on s are further br ok e n
down into special ty areas. This type of breakdown ends
24

itself to a check! is t formatted review end to a
c omputer- a s s i s t e d p r o9 r am w h i c h c o u 1 d facilitate t h e r e v i e
w
process. With a proper data base of considerations for each
division covered, the reviewer could simply request a
checklist of those items pertinent to a particular c o n t r a c t .
Th e checklist s c ou Id be ac c e sse d by i np u 1 1 i n 9 the d i v i s i on
codes included in the contract documents. The UCI added a
Division to the C S I d i v i s i o n s t o c o v e r " c o n d i t i o n s o f t n
e
contract." This d i v i s i on could contain i terns t o be
c on s i de r e d for b i dd i n 9 i n f orma t i on an d gene r a 1 p ar agr ap h s
.
The ultimate goal of such a program would be to make as much
knowledge available on a subject to a reviewer in a format
which reduces the time required to perform the review. For
instance, by indicating that site wor k , CS I d i v i s ion 2 , 1
s
included in the contract, the p r ogr am wou 1 d p r oc ee d to ask
if certain c on d i t i on s h ad bee n me t by the c on t r ac t
documents. A response of yes, no or not appl i cable would be
recorded. Allowance for a remarks section could be included
for each item which does not satisfactorily meet the
r e v i ewe r ' s criteria. The output re p or t f orma t c ou 1 d t a k e a
variety of forms. The reviewer could request a 1 i st of at 1
d i s c r e p a n c i e s b y c od e , w i t h rem a r k s , w h i c h c o u 1 d the n b
e
forwarded to the designer for consideration. A 1 ist of al
1
i terns coul d be reported to subs tart i ate that the rev i ew had
been conducted and the items considered. Such documentation
coul d be '-.'ery useful shoul d quest 1 ons 1 ater ar : Ee .
25

The check 1 ist items tor this report have been taken
primarily from the NAUFAC P-446 Construe t i b i 1 i t
y
Rev i ews . ( 22 ) M o s t i t em s h
a
'..< e been p a r a p h r a s e d f o r b r e v i t
y
or c 1 ar i t y , wh i 1 e other s h av e been rep r odu c e d v e r ba t i m . Th
«
order of i t e rri s h a s been re a r r a n g e d to f o rm a m o r e 1 o g i c a '
sequence of r e y i ew . Add i t i on a 1 sou r c e s of c on s i de r a t I on
were S UTHNAUFA CENGCON I n
s
truction 1 1 1 2 . 1 A , Re'-' i ew of
Plans, Sp e c i f i c a t i on s , an d Cos t Es t I ma t e
s
(26), the
CHESNAUFACENGCOM Instruct! o n 4 3 3 . 6 2 C , RQICC Contract
Adm i n i s t r a t i on Han dbook ( 20 ) , and limited per son a 1
experience. The foil ow i n g narratives explain the it ems o +
the checklist by CS I division. The se d i v i s i on s ar e as
foil ows
:
D v —- i
Di v ^ 1
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D I K> I S I ON
BIDDING I N F RMAT I ON
Item 1 - Check that the bidding piece address and time are
correct! y sh own in the In v i tat i on f or 3 i ds
.
I tern 2 - Check the.t the plan issue office address and phon<
number are correct and complete with zip code arid
area code
.
Item 3 - Check that the correct phone number and address ii
given tor bid inquiries.
Item 4 - Check that the correct phone number is given tor
i n f orma t i on on pre—b i d si t e ',< i s i t at i on , an d t h a t
sp ec i "f i c t i me s are indicated it nee e ssar y ,
Item 5 - 'v'e n i -f y that the Gene r a 1 De sc r i p t i on c omp 1 e t e 1 y
c ov e r s the p r i mar y t u n c t i on s of t h e c on t r ac t
.
I tern 6 - Check that proper forms have been included for




GEN E RA L RE Q U I REMENT
S
Item 1 - Check -for correct bid item wording ana connect
anno t a t i on on the dn aw i n gs . I t i s i mp or t an t t
distinguish bid items -from the basi c c o n t n a c t
When multiple bid items are included, the base b d
i tern wi 1 1 be number- ed one . Add i t i onal i terns must
be able to be bid separately such that any
combination of' items can be awarded with the base
bid (i.e.. Bid i tern 3 cannot be con t i ngent on .: tern
2 be i n g awan de d
.
I tern 2 - Evaluate the reasonableness of the contract
c omp 1 e t i on t i me . Th i s c h e c k sh ou 1 d c on s i der
awai 1 ibM i ty ot the construct i on si te . seasonal
c on s t n a i n t s , ac t i v i t y c on s t n a i n t s , ! on g 1 ead time
ma t e n i a 1 , av a i 1 ab i 1 i t y ot gov eminent turn i = h e d





might influence the n onma 1 c on s t n u c t i on time.
I tern 3 - Check to see i -f schedul ing and phasing ot
wor k , it i n c 1 u de d , i s c omp at i bl e w i t h t h
e
the a c t i y i t y . Eac h p h a s e s h o
u
ilH ha jwr
am p 1 e t i o n date 1 i s ted.
IS

I tern 4 - It multiple completion dates are listed, checl" to
see that 1 iquidated damages are itemized tor each
p h a s e .
I
I
em 5 - v'e r i f y that' correct c on tract n umbe r s , dr aw i n g
numbers and titles are indicated and that they are
consistent with the Table of Contents 1 i sting and
throughout the documents.
Item 6 - For unit price contracts, ensure that the items
for schedule of prices to be bid 3.re complete.
Item 7 - Ensure that any saluage material is clearly
identified and that information on when and where
and to whom the material is to be del i yered is
sp e c i f i c a 1 1 y de t a i led. Ch e c K r e q u i r erne n t s f or a 1 1
material which is to be removed and remain
gov e r nme n t p r op ert y t o be i n sp e c t e d pn or t o the
s tart of c on struct i on
.
Item 8 - Check requirements for a Construction
Rep r e sen t a t i v e " s field office an d sp e c i f y size,




I tern ? - Uerify site conditions! Check to see it existing
obs truct i on are i n d i c a t e d and it e x i s t i n
9
utilities are clearly m a r k e d o n the pi a n s a n d a
t
the si te , Have spec i al so i 1 condi t i ons beer:
noted?
Item 10 - Has the type of progress schedule been designated?
Is a Ne twor K An a 1 ys is required tor t h i s p r o j e c t
?
Item 11 -Check to see that p r ov i s i on s/r e strict i on s t or
utility ou t ages h z.v e been clear! y specified!
Item 12 - Check the specifications refer in g to government
furnished equipment/material . Have the items been
c 1 e ar 1 y identified and deli y e r y sc h e du 1 e an d
1 ocat i on 1 i sted?
I tern 13 - Are there any restrictions whatsoever at the
construction site which will hinder- the work of
the contractor. A c c e s s w h i c h i s i n a n y w a y
restr i c t e d sh ou Id be clear! y e x pi a i n e d
.
I t em 14 - Ch e c k t h a t se c u r i t y r e q u i r erne n t s h ay e Dee
n
i den t i f i ed as we 1 1 as any yen i c 1 e or- oersonne 1
passes necessary for the contractor \i n r k
area .
Item 15 - Check the requirements for any special perm
required by local or state agencies. These
30

permits can seriously delay a contract if not
considered ahead of" time. Has time been alloted
for- the obtaining of these permits?
Item 16 - Applicable clauses required for restrict?.
compu ter/EMCS i nstal 1 at i on shou 1 d be c 1 ear ]
y
specified with the r e q u i r erne n t s clearly listed.
Item 17 - For projects over $2 million, check the
requirements for Contractor Quality Control (CQC)
"provisions. If included, check that the
provisions have been edited to suit the particular
requirements of the contract; check that the items
to be tested are clearly identified and that the
testing procedures and acceptable limits are
clearly identified; check requirements for
experience qualifications for those items
requiring a substantial amount of experience;
check specifications for factory-inspect ior; of
products and for specialty inspections by outside
agencies (i . e., hazardous waste disposal
compliance inspection by EPA).
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Item 18 - Environmental protection requirements should be
clearly identified: protection of natural
resources, erosion and sedimentation control ,
dust control , asbestos handl ing and disposal , and
r e gu 1 at i on s on bu r n i n g w i thin the construct! on
area
.
I tern 1? - Check experience clause requirements. Level I,
contracting officer approval is required tor this
clause to be included.
Item 20 - Verify types of bonds required in contract. Bid
bonds, performance bonds and payment bonds are
required for contracts in excess of $25,000.
Item 21 - Check that proper insurance clauses are included.
NA'v'FACENGCOM contracts generally specify insurance
coverage as required by state and local laws or by
FAR 28-30 6-7, whichever is higher.
t
Item 22 - Is any portion of the contract subject to
statutory cost limitations and has this been
sp e c i f i c a 1 1 y se t f or t h in the I FB?
I tern 23 - Has this contract been considered for small





Item 1 - Verify property line- dimensions on site plan with
architectural drawings.
Item 2 - Dr aw i n gs sh ou 1 d cl ear! y i n d i
c
ate c 1 e ar i n g an d
grubb i ng limits.
Item 3 - Horizontal and vertical survey control monuments
must be shown
.
Item 4 - Profile of underground works (sewer 1 ines, water
lines, electrical and communication lines, etc.)
shou 1 d be shown
.
I tern 5 - Check fence 1 ine and grade for conf 1 ict wi th
existing structures (e.g., sewer man h o 1 e s
,
el e c t r i c a 1 man h o 1 e s , wa t er or gas neters, etc. ) .
I tern 6 - Verify all new electrical
, gas, water, sewer,
etc., lines connecting to e x i s t i n g
.
Item 7 - Sewers should be below water 1 ines if they are
w i thin 10 feet horizontal! y . Sewer an d wa t e r line
c r oss i ng detail s sh ou Id be included in the
dr aw i n gs . All owab 1 e clearance s be twe e n wa ten and
sewer 1 i nes under the bu i 1 di ng shou 1 d be c 1 ear I y
33

shown in detail drawings. Do not install water
and sewer lines in the same trench side by side
I tern 8 - Locations and elevations of existing underground
obs t rue t i on s sh ou Id be clear! y i n d i c a t e d on the
dr aw i n gs (e.g.
,
c ab 1 e s , aban don e d pipe s , o 1
d
foundations, log, etc.).
Item 9 - Borrow and waste areas including truck routes to
the construction sites should be clearly indicated
on the draw i ngs
.
I tern 10 - Dump sites:
< a ) I f e x c ay a t i on is included in the p r o j e c t
,
i s a dump site clearly identified in the plans an
d
sp e c i f i c a t i on s ? I s a distance g i v e n ? Is it
correct? Is a permit required?
(b) Is the dump site on or oft station?
( c
)
Is the c u s t om e r full y aw a r e a n d i n
a q r e em e n t ?
Item 11 - Check schedule of avai labi 1 i ty of the areas t l_l Q w
demolished. Provide notice to s t a t i o n p r i o r t
o
demo 1 t i on How much time is necessary for area to
b e vacated, traffic rerouted, etc.?
34

I tern 12 - Demol i t i on requirements should address the
f o 1 1 ow i n g
:
( a ) Phasing of w o r k ( s a 1 v age o p e r a t i o n s
,
demol i t i on and di sposal ) and
<b> Coordination with other phases of the
construe t i on
.
Item 13 - When Test Piles and Pile Load Tests are specified,
verify that drawings show number and locations of
these piles.
Item 14 - Drawings must include boring logs and soil
classification along w i t h gr ou n d wa t e r 1 e <> e 1 .
Item 15 - Check p oss i b 1 e requirements f or dew a t e r i n g
ope rati on a t p r op ose d e x c av a t i on ar e as
.
I t em 16 - Spec i f i ca t i ons sh ou 1 d hav e p r op e r an d su f f i c i e n t
sheeting and shoring requirements for the job and
state that those materials will be on the site
prior to starting e x c av a t i on op e r a t i on s
.
I tern 17 - 'v'erity 1 i ne and grade ot ditches particularly on
"Match Line" (i .e., often the 1 i ne and grade of
the same di ten are erroneous and wi 1 1 not match) .
I t em 1 8 - Ch e c k p r o.j e c t dr aw i n gs f or 1 oca t i on an d e •: tent of




Item 1? - Know location of al 1 hand holes, manholes,
obse r v a t i on r i ser s an d o t he r s true t u r e s or
features to be installed within the pavement area.
Item 20 - Drawings should indicate total thickness of each
base course type (check pavement details). 'v'er i f
>
cross-section indicated to insure that it agrees
with specifications for base and sub-base courses,
and wearing course.
Item 21 - Has provision been made in the specifications for
positive control of the temperature of the
bituminous material?
Item 22 - Test results on samples of asphalt, aggregate,
sand and mix should be obtained from the plant
prior to placing any b i turn
i
nous concrete.
I tern 23 - The specification should also establ i sh criteria.
for maintenance of landscaping such as frequency
of irrigation, mow i n g and fertilizing if this is
de erne d n e c e ssar y
.
Item 24 - In phased work, can irrigation systems be provided





I tern 25 - Check the number ot trees and shrubs shown on the
1 an dsc ap i n g p 1 an t i n g p 1 an w i t h their c or r e sp on ding
quantities shown on the "Plant Legend" or "Tree
and Shrubs Schedu 1 e .
"
Item 26 - Do not plant trees over sewer or other underground
uti 1 i t/ 1 i nes or beneath overhead 1 ines where they
will interfere when mature.
Item 27 - Types ot -fertilizer, times ot appl i cat ion and the
amount to be appl i ed each time should be included
in the p r o j e c t sp e c i f i c a t i on s . Doe s the h o s t
activity require that all fertilizers, including
type, amount and method of application be cleared
through the local Pest Control shop?
Item 28 - Sp e c i f i c a t i on s sh ou Id require that be f or e planting
trees an d sh r u bs , the c on t r ac t or mu s t in y est i ga t
e
the p o s s i b i 1 i t v that the site ma y h a v e p r e <> i o u s 1 y
been treated w i t h herb i c i des or so i 1 s t e r i 1 an t
s
and make sure that so i 1 condi t i on i s su i tabl e for
planting.
I tern 2? - Ex i st i ng trees to remai n wi th i n an area shou 1 d be
protected f r om a c c i dental dam a g e w i t h b a r r : c a d e s




Item 30 - Is the c u s t om e r sw are of the ir e e s a n d e h r u b s t
o
be removed? Could some be relocated? Are any. of
special interest to local o r q a n i z a t i o n s w h o wo u 1
d
resist their be i n q de s t r oye d?
DIVISION 3
CONCRETE
Item 1 - Review specifics on concrete mix design,
placement, curing and finishing. Include concrete
testing r e q u i r erne n t s
,
I tern 2 - When there is a requirement to test the cement, a
sample from the mill which suppl i es the job, or
preferably from the job itself, should be shipped
in a i r - 1 i gh t containers.
Item 3 - Specifications should state within how many days
- (minimum) or percent of concrete s t r e n g t h a c h I e v e d
that removal of forms may commence on different
types of concrete structures.
I tern 4 -All Portland cement to be used in the concrete for
any i ndi v i ual wal k , curb or gu iter shou 1 d be of
the same brand and type .
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I t em 5 - For 1 ar ge p av ement (e.g., aircraft p ar K i n g ap r on
,
t ax i way
,
r u nway , etc.) sp ec i f i c a t i on re q uirement s
sh ou Id include p r e p ar a t i on of " p av i n g and
j o i n t i n g " plan t o r R 1 C C a p p r o ',' a 1 .
Item 6 - Minimum required cover over reinforcing steel tor
e x t e r i or concrete su r face s e x p osed t o the we a t her
and tor interior concrete surfaces not exposed to
weather conditions should be stated in the
spec i t" i cat i cms
.
Item 7 - Spec i f i cat i on s sh ou Id require that all
re i n f or c erne n t sh ou 1 d be suppor t e d an d w i r e d
together before pouring concrete. Is there enough
room for reinforcing bars and other embedded
i terns?
I tern 8 - Draw i ngs must i nc 1 ude re i nf ore i ng bar sp 1 i c i ng
details. Is o u e r 1 a p specified ?
Item ? - Specification should state the type of finish
needed to achieve a -functional slab. Important
p o i n t s of the sp e c i t i c a t i on s are :
< a ) slope f 1 oor s to dr a i n s
;
< b ) b 1 e e d w a t e r s h o u Id be rem o v e d o n 1 y b y
dragging with rubber hose over the surface and not
by dusting with dry cement to absorb ^ater.
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1 1 em 10 - Pr o.j e c t spec i -f i ca t i on s sh ou 1 d sp e c i +" y a mini mum
curing peri od f or c as t - i n — p 1 ac e c on cr e t e be -f or e
p e rm i t 1 i n g the app 1 i c a t i on o+ pr i me r an
d
subsequent work for built-up roots.
Item 11 - Sp e c i i i c a t i on s sh ou 1 d include the
recommended/acceptable C a s t i n q a n d Erect o r:
Tol erances ot" precast panels.
Item 12 - Strand ends ot" pre-cast panels must be recessed
and back-filled or otherwise carefully protected to
ay o i de d c or r os i on .
I tern 13 - PI ans and spec i i i cat i ons shou Id limit the number
ot cut strands in the members during coring or
cutting pi anks .
I t em 14 - Wh en p r e s t r e sse d p r odu c t s are t ac
t
or y t abr i c a ted,
specifications require the adherence t o c a t a 1 eg
guarantees as to capacities, d i m e n s i o n tol e r a n c e s
,
an d p e rm i ss i b 1 e a 1 t e r a t i on s in the field, su c h as
coring -f or u t i 1 it y 1 i n e s .
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Item 15 - Prestressed concrete shop drawings sh*H include,
but not be limited to, the following items:
( a) bed 1 ayou ts
;
<b) cable tensioning data;
<c) sequences for stressing and de tensioning
(rel easi ng)
.
Item 16 - Ensure all slab finish elevations are indicated on
the drawings. Pay particular attention to
depressed or raised slabs.
Item 17 - Verify perimeter slab on structural drawings
matches architectural drawings.
I tern 18 - Verify all columns and beams listed on column and
beam schedules. Check location and size. Also
check against architectural drawings.
Item 1? - Verify expansion joints throughout building.
Check locations against architectural drawings.
Item 20 - Check building elevations against floor plans and
building sections against elevations and plans.
Item 21 - Check wall sections against architectural building





Item 1 - Spec i -f ca t i on s sh ou Id i de n t i t y all t h e r eq u i r erne n t <
i t a s arripie o t iti a s o n r y i •=• needed .
Item 2 - Is -full-time inspection by sp e c i a 1 in sp ect or
r e q u i re d/ n e c e ss a r y o n m a s o n
r
y wo r k
?
Item 3 - '••/' e r i f y masonry o p e n i n g s t o r w i n dow s a n d d o o r s .




I tern 1 - The spec i t i cat i ons shou Id c 1 ear 1 y i den t i iy wh I ch
ma t e r i a 1 s or c omp on e n t s (e.g., steel t r u sse s
,
be ams , g i r- de r s , etc, ) ar e to be t ac t or y i n i p e c t e d
I tern 2 - Make sure that detail ot all major structural
steel connections in the project are shown in the
draw i ngs
.
Item 3 - M a k e sure that s t u d t y p e s , size s a n d s p a c i n g s 5. r e
sp e 1 1 e d out in the pi an s an d sp ec i -f i c a t i on s .
Item 4 - All w el de r s t h a t w ill be as s i o n e d to t h e p
s h o u 1 d p o s s e s s a c e r t i f i c a t i o n t h a t ^ e she -i - -. i-< ;
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the qualification tests in accordance with the
ap p nop r i a t e sec t i on of the Ame r i c an We 1 d i n
g
Soc i e t y Standard D 1 . 1 within the p as t 1 2 mon t h s
.
Item 5 - Are miscellaneous metal items described
a d e q u a t e 1 y ?
I t em 6 - Ue r i f y s t rue t ur a 1 membe r s ( c o 1 umn s , be ams , etc.
)
against column and beam schedules arid
architectural drawings.
Item 7 - Check column lengths against column schedule.
Item 3 - Verify root framing column 1 ines and columns
against foundation column 1 ines and columns.
Item ? - Verify perimeter roof line against architectural
roof p 1 an
.
Item 10 - Ve r i f y e x pans i on j o i n t s t h r ou gh ou t building.
Check against ar ch i tec t una 1 dr aw i n gs
.
D I U I S I ON 6
WOOD WORK
Item 1 - The specification s shall c o w e r s u c h item s a s
grades, moisture content, size and patter",
s u r f a c e t e x t u r e a n d grai n : f materials for f =




I tern 2 - Specifications should state width, length, method
of nail ing or fastening and materials to be usee
for fasten ing f i n i sh car pen try and mill work
.
I t em 3 - Sp e c i f i c a t i on s sh ou 1 d i n d i c ate t h a t ov e r s i z e c u t s
and holes will not be p e rm i 1 1 e d du ring c u 1 1 i n g an d
bor ing for service r u n s in or der t o m i n i m i z
e
strength reduction of structural members.
Item 4 - Yer i f y all cabinets will fit.
DIVISION 7
THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION
I tern 1 - Spec i f i c a t i on s sh ou Id i nd i c a t e r oof ing i n sp e c t i on
requ i remen ts
.
I t em 2 - Spec i f i c a t i on s sh ou Id indicate the it ems r e q u i r e d
for test cut (i.e. size of test cut, where i t
should be taken, how often test cut wi 1 1 be don'?,
etc.).
I t em 3 - Include pre— install at i on c on f e r e n c e requirement in
the specifications to make sure the thickness of
the roofing insulation, the number o+ layers, and
the method of appl i cat ion are understood by the
c o n t r ac t o r a n d w o r k e r s .
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I tern 4 - Contract documents should clearly indicate wh ch
surfaces are to be dampp rooted.
I t em 5 - Specifications should indicate the a c c e p t ab 1
e
range of moisture contents and surface moisture.
I t em 6 - Th e type of e x p an s i on j o i n t " s se a i an t ma t e r • a
1
must be identified on both plans and
specifications (e.g., asp h a 1 t - 1 a t e x emu 1 s i on
,
hot-poured rubber-asphalt, premol ded joint filler,
etc.) .
Item 7 - Specifications should indicate sealant amount of
coverage per 1 ineal feet on joints of various
widths and depths.
Item 8 - Specifications should include a pr om i s i on t o
i nsure that all i terns { i . e . , dra i ns , curbs , wood
cants, vents, pipes, etc.) which penetrate the
built-up membrane are in place before laying any
pi i es .
Item 9 - Specifications should require that roof insulating
materials are to be kept dry before, during and
after applications.
I tern 10 - Materials at the job site should be proper 1
neatly stacked, with p r o t e c t i u e c o v a r i n g i f




Item 11 - It is mandatory that the top surface 0+ the
exposed rooting be given a glazed-coating i f the
work stops -for any reason; i.e., bad weather,
night -fall, or a large volume of work on the root
by other building trades.
Item 12 - The rate of appl i cat ion of the hot bi turner: over
the top ply should be specified.
I tern 13 - For safety, bitumen heating kettles must not be
pu t on top of any building.
Item 14 - If appropriate, notify local fire department that
roofing work is taking place over specified dates
DIVISION 08
DOORS AND WINDOWS
Item 1 - Verify building elevations against floor plan
openings, paying particular attention to window
and door openings.
I tern 2 - Verify building sections against elevations and
plans, noting window and door openings.
I tern 3 - Verify all door schedule information including
sizes, types, labels, etc. Look for omissions,
dupl ications and inconsistencies.
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Item 4 - Door hardware schedule should provide the
following information tor each item of hardware:
mode 1 number , f i n i sh , sizes and types of
fasteners, including any designation of optional
features or acessories.
Item 5 - Make sure that all "Detail Numbers" for doors and
windows as shown on the floor plans have a
corresponding detail on the architectural
draw i rigs
.
Item 6 - Verify measurements of doors and windows as soon as
they are delivered on site.
Item 7 - Specifications should include provisions on how
del ivery, storage and handl ing of doors and
windows will be done by the contractor on
different types of doors (metal doors and wood
doors)
.
I tern Gl ass and gl az i ng spec i f i cat i ons shou 1 d address
the following items: sash preparation, glazing
clearances, g 1 ass se lection, g 1 ass prep ar a t i on and
glass p os i t i on ing.
I tern 9 - Spec i f i cat i ons for gl ass and gl az i ng shou 1
d
i ndi cate that i nstal 1 at i on of gl ass and gl az i ng
ma t e r i a 1 s sh ou 1 d n o t be a 1 1 emp t e d wh en the
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temperature is below 40 degrees Fahrenhei t to
•avoid moisture being trapped which will cause
failure o-f the weather t i gh t seal .
Item 10 - Keying system requirements should be coordinated
with the needs o-f the u s i n g act i >> i t y . W h e n a n e
w
system is to be an extension o-f the existing






I tern 1 - Compare architectural finish schedule to
specification in de x . Insure that all f i n i sh
materials are specified.
I tern 2 - There shou 1 d be prou i s i ons in the spec i f i cat i ons
f or e x t e r i or and i n t e r i or pi aster i n g c on c
e
rnin g
temperature and u e n t i 1 a t i on c o n t r o 1 f or p r op e
r
cur i n g an d dr y i n g
.
I tern 3 - Surfaces requ i r i ng wax i ng and buff i ng shou 1 d be
spelled out in the c o n t r a c t d o c um e n t s
.
I t em 4 - Specifications should indicate wh a t su
r
face s
require no field painting, wh a t s u r face s c om e t o
the job site already primed and painted, how many
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coats e a c h s u r f ac e is to r e c e i '> s, the t >•' p e o f
primer, intermediate and finish coatings each
surface is to receive, and the color and gloss of
the finish coat to be appl i ed to each surface.
I t em 5 - Specifications should indicate the p a i n t mini mum
and maximum coverage pen gallon on the dry film
thickness for each type or kind of paint materia' .
Item 6 - Spec i f i c a t i on s sh ou 1 d indicate wh ether p a t c h e d
/
repaired areas are to be painted. Provide color-
schedule.
Item 7 - Areas in plenum or attic which are to be plastered
as re,qu i red for fire protection on sound barriers
shou Id be c 1 ear 1 y marked i n draw i ngs . (Th i s area
is often ov e r 1 ook e d by contractors a n
d
i nspec tors .
)
Item S - All fire rated walls should be clearly identified
on the drawings (floor- plans, sections ana wall
schedu 1 e .
)
Item 9 - Ch e c k dr aw i ngs to de t e rm i n e wh i c h wa lis terminate
at ce i 1 i ngs or at the underside of the




Item 10 - Check floor and wall finish schedule with that of
the f 1 oor pi an s and e 1 e va t i on to determine wh i c
h
areas will receive tile. He i gh t of wal 1 t i 1 e
shou Id al so be shown . ( F i n i sh schedu 1
e
occasionally is not consistent with what is cal 1 e
for in the f 1 oor p 1 ans and el evat i on .
)
Item 11 - Plans and specifications should address which
method of carpet installation ("tack less strip"
method or "qlue down" method) will be used.
DIVISION 10
SPECIALTIES
Item 1 - Structural drawings should include detail of wood
backing and supports for wall or ceil ing mounted
items (often omitted or overlooked).
I tern 2 - I terns that project out from the wall in general ,
and grab bars in particular, should be mounted
directly to the wall framing system or to the
built-in anchorages attached to the framing
system
.
Item 3 - Check locations of chalkboards, tack boards,
d i r e c t or y and bulletin boards, etc. The y sh ou 1
d




I tern 4 - Make sure that toilet partitions and urinal
screen s s u p p o r t e d o n 1 y o n w a 1 Is, o r urn t s
supported on well and overhead construction are
not secured to plaster or gypsum board alone, but
are secured to sol id wood or steel backing
mater i a 1 wh i c h is, in t u r n , sec u red t o j o i s t s
,
studs or other structural elements of the framing
system
.
Item 5 - Mounting heights and locations of all toilet and
bath accessories should be indicated in the plans.
Ue r i iy a 1 so handicapped toilet s an d ac c e ss r ou t e
requ i remen ts
.
I t em 6 - Win dows that will receive v e n e t i an or \> e r t i c a 1
b 1 i n ds sh ou Id be clearly identified in the pi an s
an d sp e c i f i c a t i on s .
I tern •7 _ Plans an d spec i f i cat i on s sh ou Id i n c 1 u de a su i t ab 1
e
dr ap ery schedule wh i ch i n c 1 u de s i n f orma t i on su c
h
as areas and rooms to receive draperies, size and
placement of each, type and location of rod and





I tern 1 - Uer i f y 1 ocat i on of equ i pmen t in bu i 1 d i ng
I t em 2 - Check ov e r a 1 1 d i men s i on s of equ i pme n t age. i n s t
ot room where scheduled to be located. c n •=• u i
d oo r o r w i n dow open i ngs are 1 a r g e e n o u g h t o p e r m i t
access.
Item 3 - 'v'e p i f y electrical c omp a t i b i 1 i t >-/c ap ac i t y . Ch e c k
pespons i b i 1 i ty -for- hook-up.
Item 4 - Verity plumbing capacity and pespons i b i 1 i ty for
hook-up
.
Item 5 - Check specifications for submission of Operation
an d Ma i n t e n an c e menu a 1 s and training of act i v i t y
per son n el under direct i on of man u fact u r e r '
s
rep re sen t a t i ve
.
Item 6 - Ensure proper Men t i 1 a t i on and drainage is provided
in ac c or dan c e w i t h e q u i pme n t sp ec i f i c a t i on s .
Item 7 - Ensure proper warnings signs are specified for
areas where high voltage, high noise level or




Item 8 - It any hazardous materials are used/stored in
area, ensure use / s t o r a g e i n c o n < o r m =<. n c e w t h
ac t i v i t y h az ar dou s ma t e r i a 1 hand! i n g p r oc edure s
.
Verity that the ac t i y i t y r e sp on s i b 1 e f or the
Spill Prevention Control and Counter-measures
<SPCC> plan is made aware of the types and
quantities of h az ar dou s mater i a 1 s
.
o c a 1
DIVISION 12
FURNISHINGS
I tern 1 - Check furnishings covered by contract.
Furnishings will usually be purchased and
installed under separate GSA c on t r ac t s
( su p p 1 y- 1 y p e p u r c h ase s )
.
I tern For any items covered, verity location ot"
furnishings with ac t i v i t y . Check size aga i n s t
room dimensions, door or window openings for
ac cess, ceiling he i gh t an d 1 oc a t i on of f i :: t u r e s
Check colors against finishes, carpeting, etc.
Item 3 - If furnishings are government furnished materia
( GFM ;
,
verify r e sp on s i b i 1 i t y f or p r oc u r erne n t
,
de 1 i v e r y sc h e du 1 e , handling an d s t or age




3FECIAL CONSTR UCT I ON
( Th is d i u i s i on is set aside f or sp e c i a 1 i z e d c on s truct i on
wh i c h wou Id not ade q u a t e 1 y be c o\> e r e d i n an o t h e r d i y i s i on .
Normal ly. the work w i 1 1 be performed by special i sts in the
a r e a . Sue h c o n s truct i o n might i n c 1 u d e s a u n a s , sw i mm i n
g
pool s , spec i al i zed 1 aboratory f ac i 1 i ties, sol ar col 1 ector
facilities or any other construction which can be better-
detailed in this section. Some general c on s i der a t i on
s
app 1 y .
)
Item 1 - Check electrical compatibil i ty/capac i ty of any




Item 2 - Check plumbing capacity -For any equipment
specified. Me r i f y r e sp on s i b i 1 i t y f or h ook -up
.
I tern 3 - Uerify compatibi 1 i ty of new construction w; th
existing buildings, if applicable.
I tern 4 - Ensure specifications require any Operation and
Maintenance manuals appl i cable to the f ac i 1 i ty be
turned over to the contract i nq off i cer pr i or to
contract c omp 1 e t i on and that p r op e r t r a i n i n g u n der
d i r e c t i o n o f a m a n u f a c t u r e ' = r epresentati • e i s
p r ov i de d f or c ogn i z an t ac t i y i t y .
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D I V I S I ON 1 4
CONVEYING SYSTEMS
I tem 1 - Uer i f y I ocat i on of convey i ng system (. dumbwa i ter ,
e sc a 1 a t or , e 1 e v a t or , etc. ) . Ch e c k aga i n s
t
architectural dr aw i n gs
.
Item 2 - Ve r i f y t h a t s t r u c t u r a 1 op en i n gs de s i gn ed fc
:
accommodate the system are consistent wi th Dveral
d i men s i on s of the equ i pme n t and related u t i 1 tie s
.
I tern 3 - Ensure that maintenance access panels are
u n obs t n u c t e d an d c 1 e ar 1 y identified.
Item 4 - Ch e c k sp e c i f i c a t i on s f or i n sp e c t i on r equ i r erne n t
s
by s t a t e/ 1 o c a 1 /NAUFA C a gene i e s
.
I tern 5 - Ensure the spec i f i cat i ons requ i re that Oper at i on
a n d M a i n t e n a n c e m a n u a 1 s a r e p n o u i d e d p
r
: o r t o the
c omp 1 e t i on of the c on t r ac t an d t h a t ac t i >> i t y
p e r son n e 1 an e t r a i n ed under- the d i re c t i on of a
- man u f ac u t r e
n
" s repre se n tat i v e
.
I t em 6 - 'v'e n i f y that the specif: r .3. t ; on s require t h a t
operating instructions are to be proper"
if the conveying system wi 1 1 be usee bv th




D I '.,' I S I ON 1 5
MECHANICAL
I tern 1 - Verify all Mechanical and Plumbing notes.
Item 2 - '-.-'e r i f y all air c on d i t i on i ng u n i t s , h e a t e r •= an d
e x h au s t fans aga i n s t ar c h i t e c t u r a 1 r cot p 1 an s a r z
me c h an i c a 1 sc h e du 1 e s .
I tern 3 - v'e r i f y HUAC f 1 oor p 1 an s aga i n s t ar c hitectural
dr aw i n g s
,
e sp e c i a 1 1 y f or s i z e .
I tern 4 - Check requirements for balancing of HUAC system.
Item 5 - Verify that adequate ceil ing height or attic spat
exists at major duct intersections.
I t em 6 - 'v'e r i f y d i f f u ser s aga i n s t ar c h i t e c t u r a 1 reflected
ceiling p 1 an .
I tern R e q u i r em e n t s f o r s u bm i s s i o n o f a n y p e r a t i o n k n d
Mai n t e n an c e man u a 1 s f or maj or me c h an i c a 1 e q u i pme n t
sh ou 1 d a 1 so be i n c 1 u de d in the specif: c a t i on s
.
Spec i f i c a t i on s sh ou Id require the c on t r ac t or t
o
t r a i n op era t i no per son n e 1 t o op era t e the n ew 1 y
installed mechanical equipment (e.g., 5. r
c on d i t i on i n q sys t em , boiler p 1 an t , etc. u n d=fr - - r
direction of a m a n u fact u r e r e p r e s e n
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I t em 8 - Sp ec i f i c a t i on s sh ou Id i n c 1 u de a r e q u i r e d pe r i o d Df
operation before the equipment turnover to the
owner
.
Item ? - Check specification requirement for necessary
s p a r e p a r t s a n d tool s t o b e p r o v i d e d b y the
, contractor for al 1 of the equipment.
I tern 10 - Check major items of equipment and verify if the
ar e c oor d i n a t e d with c on t r ec t dr aw i n gs . P ay
particular attention to h or se p owe r r a t i n gs an
d
voltage r e q u i r erne n t s
.
Item 11 - Check ceiling height and size of doors of a r & =<. •=•
where me c h a n i c a 1 equipment < A H U , c om p r e s s o r s
,
steam generators, etc.) will enter into the
building to make s u r e t h a t there w ill be eno u g h t
space and passage for the equipment.
Item 12 - Floor drains should be provided for equipment
bl ow-of f
.
I t em 1 3 - Uer i f y all r oof penetrati on s ( du c t s , f an s , etc.
)
are indicated on r o o f p 1 a n s
.
I tern 14 - Spec i f i cat i ons shoul d i ndi cate who wi 1 1 perform
the cutting a n d p a. t c h i n g/ rep a i r s w h ei=* 1 1 i s t. a




I tern 15 - Provide access doors at all tire dampers,
au t oma t i c damp e r s , coils, f i 1 t e r s , heater s
thermostats or at any item that requires
se
r
'-.> icing. Door s are t o be a i r t i gh t
,
se c u r e : -•
fastened an d a c c e s s i b 1 e a n d able to be f u 1 1
opened
.
Item 16 - Verity tire dampers are indicated at smoke and
tire wails
I t em 17 - Specification s sh ou Id i n d i c ate that all F i r e
Sprinkler System su bm i 1 1 a 1 s w ill be su b.j e c t t
o
review and approval ot the EFD Fire Protection
Br an c h
,
c oor d i n a t e d w i t h tire a 1 arm sp e c i t i c a t i on
and Mechanical /E 1 e c t r i c a 1 dr aw i n gs
.
I t em 18 - On e x i s t i n g bu i 1 d i n gs , chec k p i p i n g t or p oss i b 1
e
i n t e r t e r e n c e w i t h other e x i s t i n g utilities a b o u s
cei 1 ing and other parts ot the bu
i
Iding.
Item 19 - Check all c on nee t i on s
.
Item 20 - Check requirements tor hydrostatic t e s t i n g
.
Item 21 - Spacing o-f pipe hangers and supports tor ?h: u, typ
ot pipe should be addressed in the plans and




I tern 22 - Make certain that access panels are provided for
v al yes located behind ceilings a n d w a 1 1 s .
I tern 23 - Insure that in large structures, water
such that portions of the system may be
for repairs wit h ou t interrupt! n g se r v i <
bu i 1 di no.
s e r v ice is
i s o 1 ate d
e in entire
Item 24 - Insure that r oof dr a i n s a r e n o t go i n g t o b e p 1 a c e d
h i gh e r t h an sur r ou n d i n g r oof . Uer i f y d i sc h s.r ge
point. C r os s - c h e c k a g a i n s t a r c hi tec t u r a 1 d r aw i n
g
locations. If p oss i b 1 e , v e r i f y that r oof dr a i n
s
connect to storm sewer and not sanitary sewer
1 i n e s .
I tern 25 - Ver i f y that all fixtures are connected to the
sanitary system and that pipe sizes agree.
Item 26 - Gas 1 ines should be above other uti 1 i ties which
cross or paral lei .
I tern 27 - Asbestos removal spec i f i cat i cms shou 1 d be i nc 1 uded
in the General Paragraphs if there is any asbestos
on equipment or piping to be removed.
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D I '.,' I S I ON 1 6
ELECTRICAL
I t em 1 - Spec i f i ca t i on •= sh ou Id clear! y def i n e p r oc e do r e s
and restriction s f or sc h e du ling out age s an d the
f e as i b i 1 i t y of u t i 1 i t y i n t err u p t i on s . Ch e c k
against the statement made in the General
Paragraphs tor consistency, and that the two are
c r oss—r e f e r e n c e d
.
I tern 2 - Requirements for submission of Operation and
Maintenance manuals for major electrical equipment
sh ou Id be included in the spec i f i c a t i on s
.
Sp e c i f i c a t i on s should require the c on t r ac t or t o
train opera t i ng per son n e 1 t o op er a t e the n ew
1
y
installed electrical e q u i pme n t/f ac i 1 i t i e s < e.g.
,
substation, motor control center, intercom system,
fire alarm system, generators, etc.) under the
d i r e c t i on of a man ufaturer ' s r ep re sen tat i u e
.
I tern 3 - Check major items of equipment and uer i
f
y if they
are c oo r d i n a ted w i t h c o n t r a c t d r aw i n g s . = ' a -•
particular attention t o h or sep ower r a. t i n gs an
d
k> o 1 t age requirements.
Item 4 - For major transformers and on primary circui t
breakers, requirements for factory inspect ""
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sh ou i d be i n c 1 u de d in t h e s ar d
specificatio n •=•
.
Item 5 - Check ce i 1 ing height arid size o-f doors or areas
wh ere electrical e q u i pme n t (i.e. t ran st or me r s
,
mo t or c on t r o 1 center, etc. ) w ill enter into the
building to make sure that there wi 1 1 be enough
space a n d p assage f o p the equipment. 'J- e r i -f y
overall dimensions o-f electrical ecu: omen t (i.e.
sw i t c h g e a r , t r an s t o rm e r s , etc. ) to in s u r e t h e >•
will fit in the space prov i de
.
Item 6 - Trans-formers shall have a minimum aisle space o-f
IS inches.
Item 7 - Insure that outdoor trans-former cads have adequati
drainage. Check a 1 so the ar e a "' s su sc e p t i b i 1 i t y t o
f 1 ood ing.
Item 8 - Provide general guidance on hand! ing, removal
,
ma i n tenance
,
etc. o-f tr an sf orme r s w i t
h
Po 1 y c h 1 or i n a t e d B i p h e n y 1 s ( PCS > .
Item ? - Uer i -f y it explosive/hazard areas are
shown/de-f i ned .
Item 10 - 'v'eri-fy it bu i lding frame is to be grounded. -~ ?
e q u i pmen t •'' c om p u t e r g r o u n d s s h ow n ?
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I tern 11 - For underground electric?.' di str 1 bu tu i on s = terns .
check c on du i t t or p ess i b J e i n t e r f erenc e w i t h d t h e
r
u n der gr ou nd utilities.
Item 12 - Insure that the required depth of util i tv pole
hoi es is shown in the pi ans end spec i-f icat i ons tor-
each t y p e ot p o 1 e and t y p e o t s oil .
Item 13 - Proper sag o-f conductor between poles should be
addressed in the plans and specifications.
I tern 14 - Plans and specifications should clearly address
connect i on s be twe e n n ew and e x i s t i n g e q u i pmen t
.
I tern 15 - Electrical power source tor new and old bu i 1 dings
should be c 1 e a r 1 y s h ow n a n d e x p 1 a i n e d o n t h
e
draw i ngs .
Item 16 - Ue r i t y all Electrical dr aw i n g n o t e s . MaK e su r
e
they make s e n s e w h e n c om p a r e d w i t h other n o t e s
Item 17 - 'v'erity sizes (diameter or thickness) ot items
s u p p o s e d t o b e c o n c e a 1 e d in the w all to m a k e s u r
e
they will not protrude beyond the -Face o-f the
studs (i.e. electrical outlet boxes )
.
Item 18 - Verify location ot all panel boards and that the:
ar e i n d i c a ted on the electrical riser d i aqr am
.

Item 19 - Mer i f y that there is sufficient space -for a :
electrical panels to tit w h e r e = • p e c ;if e d
.
I tern 20 - On existing bu i 1 di rigs, check condu i ts tor poss i bl e
interference w i t h other e x i s t i n g u t i 1 i t i e s a b o y
e
the ceil ing and other parts of the bu i -ding.
I t em 21 - Electrical sw i t c h e s sh ou 1 d n o t be put p a r 1 1
y
within a tile w all a n d p a r 1
1
y w ! thin a n on — t i 1
e
wall, e s p e c i a 1 1 y i n b a t h r oom s
.
I tern 22 - Each lighting fixture should be detailed on the
drawings to show shape, lamp, dittuser, -finish and
construction and mounting method, and gasket ing
and d i me n s i on s of p o 1 e s t or e x t e r i or 1 i gh t i n g
.
Item 23 - Plans and specifications should also indicate
lighting t i x t u r e mou n t i n g height s an d sp e c i f i c
1 ocat i ons
.
Item 24 - Me r i t y all light f i x t u r e s a ga i n s t ar c h i t e c t u r a 1
reflected ceiling plan.
I t em 25 - Spec i f i cat i on s sh ou Id indicate that all -fire a ': a rm
system submi ttal s wi 11 be subject for rev : ew and
approval by the EFD Fire Protection Branch,
c oor d i rated w i t h tire spr i nk 1 e r sy s t em
sp ec i f i c a t i on s an d Me c h an i c a 1 /E 1 ec t r i c a 1 dr aw i n pa
.
Item 26 - Proposed tire alarm system should interface i tl"




DESIGN CQNSTRUCTIBILITY REVIEW CHECKLIST
(to be used in c on j u n c t i on w i t h the qu i de 1 i n e
s
IITEMI DESCRIPTION IYES 1 NO IN/A 1 REMARKS
1 1 DIVISION 00 - BIDDING INFORMATION 1 1 1 1
1 llBidding place address correct of IFB I I I i
1 21 PI an issue office address/phone no. correct I I I I
1 3lCorrect phone no./address for bid inquiries I I I I
1 4ICorrect phone no./times for pre-bid site visit 1 1 i 1
1 blBeneral Description completely covers contract 1 1 1 1
1 6!Proper forms included for contractor to indicate bid 1 1 1 1
1 1 DIVISION 01 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 Check bid item wording/annotation on drawings 1 1 1 1
1 2IEvaluate contract compTefrbn FTme 1 1 1 1
1 31 Check scheduling/phasing with activity heeds 1 1 1 1
1 41 Check liquidated damages for multiple phases 1 1 1 1
1 51 Verify contract no./drawing no./title are consistent 1 1 1 1
1 6IFor UPC, check Schedule of Prices form 1 I 1 1
1 7IIs salvage material clearly identified? I 1 1 1
1 8IIs Construction Rep. field office required? 1 i 1 i
1 9\ Verify site conditions! 1 1 1 1
1 101 Check type of progress schedule designated 1 1 1 1
1 11 1 Check provisions/restrictions for utility outages 1 1 I 1
1 1211s Ifrfc/BFM clearly identified? 1 1 1 1
1 1 31 Check restrictions on access to construction site 1 1 1 1
1 HICheck securi ty requirements/passes 1 1 1 1
1 151 Check reuqirements for local/state special permits 1 i
1 1 61 Check clauses concerning restricted data i !
I 17! Check requirements for CQC 1 1II 1 1 i i
I lBltnsure EPA requirements are clearly identified i I 1 iII 1 1 ! 1

IITEMI DESCRIPTION IYES 1 NO IN/A 1 REMARKS
1 1 DIVISION 01 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (continued) 1 1 1 1 1
1 191 Check experience clause requirements 1 i I 1
1 20lVerify types of bonds required i 1 1 1 1
1 211 Check for proper insurance clauses 1 1 1 i
1 221 Check for statutory cost limitations 1 1 1 i 1
1 231 Has contract been considered fop small business 1 1 1 1 i
1 1 DIVISION 02 - SITE WORK 1 1 1 1 i
1 liverify property line dimensions I I I I I
1 21 Do drawings clearly indicate clearing/grubbing limitsl 1 1 1
1 3IAre horizontal/vertical survey monuments shown? 1 1 1 1 i
1 41 Are underground util
i
ties marked? III! !
1 5ICheck fence line/grade for conflict with existing 1 1 1 1 1
1 6IVerify new uti 1 i ties connecting with existing 1 1 1 1 1
I 71 Check that sewer lines are shown below water lines 1 1 1 1 1
1 8iAre underground obstuctions clearly indTcated? 1 1 1 1 1
1 ?IAre borrow/waste areas clearly marked? 1 1 1 1 1
1 lOIHave dump sites been indicated? 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 Check availability of demolition site 1 1 1 1 1
1 1211s demolition worked to be phased? 1 1 1 1
1 13IVerify number/location of Test Piles 1 1 1 1 1
1 14 1 Do drawings include boring logs/soil class/GUI. 1 i I 1 1
1 1511s dewatering required? 1 1 1 1
1 16lCheck shoring/sheeting requirements 1 1 1 1
1 17IVerify line/grade of ditches 1 1 1 1 1
1 18ICheck location and extent of pavements 1 1 1 1
1 191 Check location of manholes/risers/etc to be installed! 1 1 i
1 201 Check thickness of pavements indicated 1 1 1 1
I 21ll)o specs provide for positive control of bitum mat' t 1 1 I I
1 22lCheck test requirements tor asphalt/aggregate/sand 1 1 1 I
1 23lVerify landscaping requirements for site 1 1 1
1 241 Can irrigation to new areas be provided in phases?" 1 1 1 1III 1

II 1 1 i 1 1
IITEMI DESCRIPTION IYES 1 NO IN/A 1 REMARKS 1
II 1 1 1 1 1
I IDMSION 02 - SITE WORK (continued) 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 !
1 251 Check number of trees/shrubs against schedule 1 1 1 1
1 26IVerify plantings will not interfere with utilities 1 1 1 1
1 271 Check requirements for" fertilizing 1 1 1 1 1
1 28IVerify soil condition prior to planting 1 1 1 1 !
1 2?IVer i-fy existing trees will be protected during const. 1 III i
1 30IChecK with customer on trees/shrubs to be removed 1 1 1 1
1 1 DIVISION 03 - CONCRETE 1 1 1 1 1
1 HReview concrete mix design 1 1 1 1
1 21 Check requirements to test cement 1 1 1 1 1
1 3lVerify minimun days/strength required for form remov.l 1 1 1
1 41 Check that same cement used for each member is noted 1 1 1 1
1 51 1 s paving and jointing plan required 1 1 1 1
1 61 Check minimum coverages for reinforcing "steel 1 1 1 1 i
1 7lVerify reinforcement is supported and wired 1 1 1 1
1 81 Do drawings include rebar splicing details? 1 1 1 1
1 ?IIs type of finish specified? 1 I I I 1
1 1011s minimum curing time specified for CIP builtup roofl 1 1 1
1 lllDo specifications include tolerance levels? 1 1 1 1 I
1 12IAre strand ends recessed for tensioning 1 1 1 1 1
1 131 Do specs limit number of cut strands? 1 1 1 1 1
1 14lVerify adherence to catalog guarantees 1 1 1 1
1 15ll'heck requirements for prestressed shop drawings III 1
1 16IVerify slab finish elevations 1 1 1 1 i
1 17lVenfy perimeter slab matches architectural drawing 1 1 1 1 1
1 18IVerify columns/beams against schedule 1 1 1 1
1 l?lvenfy expansion joints throughout building 1 1 1 1
1 201 Check building elevations/floor plans/sections 1 1 1 1





DIVISION 04 - MASONRY
Do specifications require a sample of masonry?
Is a full-time masonry inspector required?
Verify masonry opening for windows/doors
DIVISION 05 - METALS
Verify which materials are to be factory inspected
Ensure structural steel connection details are shown
Verify stud types/sizes/spacmgs
Verify reqirements for welders
ChecK miscel laneous metal items
Verify structural members against column/beam sched
ChecK column length against column schedule
Verify roof framing column lines and columns
Verify perimeter roof line against arch, roof plan
Verify expansion joints throughout building
DIVISION 06 - WOOD WORK
ChecK requirements for finish carpentry and mill work
ChecK requirements for fastening finish carpenty
ChecK restrictions on cuts for service runs
Verify cabinets wi 11 fit
DIVISION 07 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION
ChecK roof inspection requirements
Do specs indicated items required for test cut?
Is pre-installation conference indicated?
Verify which surfaces are to be dampproofed
Verify acceptable range of moisture content
Verify type of expansion joint's sealant mat'l
Do specs indicate sealant coverage per lineal foot?
Are items which penetrate membrane identified?
Verify requirement for insulation to be Kept dry













DIVISION 07 - THERMAL WD MOISTURE PROTECTION (cont)
Verify requirement for material to be properly store
Verify requirement for glazed-coating
Is rate of application of hot bitumen specified?
Verify statement that no hot Kettles allowed on roof
ChecK is local fire department needs notifying
DIVISION 08 - DOORS WD WINDOWS
Verify building elevations concerning windows/doors
Verify building sections noting window/door openings
Verify door schedule
ChecK door hardware schedule
ChecK "Detail Numbers" against arch, drawings
Verify measurements of doors/windows upon delivery
Is storage/handling of doors/windows specified?
ChecK glass/glazing specification
ChecK temperature restrictions for glass/glazing
Verify Keying system with activity
DIVISION 0? - FINISHES
ChecK finish schedule
ChecK temp/ventilation requirements for plastering
Verify surfaces requiring waxing/buffing
Verify painting schedule
Verify maximum/minimum paint coverages
ChecK if patched areas are to be painted
Verify areas to be plastered for fire prot/sound red.
Verify fire rated walls are clearly indicated
Verify where wall terminate (at ceiling or above)
ChecK floor/wall finish schedule with floor plans
Verify carpet installation method




DIVISION 10 - SPECIALTIES
Verify backing/support for wall/ceiling mounted items
Verify anchorage for grab bars
Check locations of chalkboards/bulletin boards/etc.
Verify support for toilet partitions
Check mounting heights of all bathroom fixtures
Verify windows receiving blinds are clearly marked
Check drapery schedule
DIVISION 11 - EQUIPMENT
Verify location of equipment
Check overall dimensions of equipment
Verify electrical compatibility/capacity
Verify plumbing capacity
Check requirement for D&M manuals and training
Check for proper ventilation and drainage for equip
Ensure proper warning signs are specified
Check for hazardous material usage/storage
DIVISION 14 - CONVEYING SYSTEMS
Verify location of conveying system
Verify structural openings against equip dimensions
Ensure maint. access panels are clearly marked
Check inspection requirements
Check requirement for Q&M manuals and training
Uheck posting of operational information
DIVISION 15 - MEChWICAL
Verify plumbing and mechanical notes
Verify Ff^AC/exhaust fans against roof plans
Verify HVAC floor plans against arch, drawings
Verify ceiling height/clearance at duct intersections















DIVISION 15 - MECHANICAL (continued)
Verify diffusers against arch, reflected ceiling plan
Check requirement for D&M manuals and trainaing
Check requirement for a equipment turnover period
Check requirements for spare parts/tools
Check horsepower ratings/voltage requirements
Check ceiling height/door openings for equipment
Verify floor drains are provided where needed
Verify roof penetrations are indicated
Check responsibility for cutting/patching on bldg.
Verify access doorsat fire dampers/coils/heaters/etc
Verify fire dampers are indicated at smoke/fire walls
Verify EFD fire protection requirements
Check for interference between new/old piping
Check spacing of pipe hangers/supports
Ensure access panels are provided for valves in walls
Verify water service can be sectioned for repairs
Verify roof drains are below roof elevation
Verify new fixtures connect to existing system
Ensure gas lines are above other utilities
Check for asbestos removal requirements
DIVISION 16 - ELECTRICAL
Verify procedures/restrictions for power outages
Check requirements for 0W1 manuals and training
Check major items of equip/verify with contract draw
Check requirements for factory insp of major items
Check ceiling height/size of doors against equip size
Verify transformers have minimum IS inch aisle space
tnsure outdoor transf. pads have drainage
Check procedures for handling transf. with PCB's
Verify explosive/hazard areas clearly indicated
Verify is building frame is to be grounded
YES NO IN/A REMARKS

II II!! I
IITEMI DESCRIPTION IYES 1 NO IN/A 1 RErttRKS 1II 1 1 1 1 lII 1 1 1 1 1
I IDIVISION 16 - ELECTRICAL (continued) 1 1 1 1 iII 1 1 1 1 iII 1 1 1 I i
I lllVerify location of underground utilities 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 I
1 121 Check required depth of utility poles 1 1 1 1
1 1 31 Check for proper sag of conductor between poles 1 1 1 1 !
I MIMerify connections between new and existing equip 1 1 1 I III till !
1 1 51 Check electrical power source for new and exising bldl 1 1 1
I 16lVerify electrical drawing notes 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 1
I 17lVenfy sizes of items to be installed in walls 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 1
I 18IVerify location of panel boards 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 1
I l?IEnsure sufficient room exists for panels 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 1
1 20 1 Check for conduit interference with existing bldg 1 1 1 1
1 21IVerify elect, switches properly installed 1 1 1 1
I 221 Check details on I ightmg fixtures 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 1
1 231 Check 1 ighting fixture mounting heights/locations 1 1 1 1
1 24lVenfy fixtures against arch, reflected ceiling plan 1 1 1 1 1
I 251 Check requirements tor EFD insp. of sprinkler system 1 1 1 1 1II 1 1 1 1 1





Th e gu i de lines presented are the mini mum c on si der a t i on =
which should be checked prior to the advertisement o+ a
con trac t . v'er i f i cat i on of these i terns shou 1 d s i gn it: z an t ] y
reduce the err or s , om i ss i on s an d amb i gu i t i e s assoc i a ted w i t h
contract discrepancies and greatly increase the qual it/ of
the product. Check 1 i sts provide a vehicle for the
accompl ishment of an adequate review which is thorough and
timely. Guideline s an d r e q u i r erne n t s f r om se v e r a 1 sou r c e s
are combined in a logical order to ensure that most
conditions are considered and to reduce the time required to
research each item separately.
The presentation of these gu i de 1 i nes could be
significant! y i mp r ov e d by de v e 1 op i n g a c omp u t e r c h e c k list
program tor use on a personal computer or whichever system
is available to the contract office. The program would
allow the user to input the CSI divisions appl i cable to a
sp e c i f i c contract. The guideline s an d as = oc i ate d c heck 1 i s t =
would be provided only for those areas of interest. There
are a number ot ways the user could interact with t u:e
p r ogr am . One op t i on wou Id be to s i mp 1 y r e q ue s t a h ar dc op :-
of the guideline s a n d c h e c k 1 i s t s t o r m a n u a 1 c o n s i d e r a t \ o n : f
the i terns. A second option would al low the user to respond
t o e a c h i t em a n d h a v e t h a t re s p o n s e e n t e r e d n to s che 3.
t

response file. With that tile completed, a variety of
reports could be prepared depending on the information
required. A list of each applicable item considered could
be printed to document the re v i ew o r a r e p o r t o f o n i y t h o s
e
items where discrepancies were noted could be prepared for
tor-warding to the designer. Having the abil i t >- to present
the information in a variety of formats reduces the
repetitive processing of the remarks.
The CSI format greatly enhances the effectiveness of
the review. It provides a built-in numbering system for the
items to be considered and facilitates cross-referencing.
Rather than simply grouping the Qui del i nes into the broad
CSI divisions, as presented in this report, the items could
be n umbe red ac c or ding to the Un i f orm Con s t r u c t i on I n dex
<UC I) cost analysis format. This format is based on CSI,
but provides a more detailed breakdown of the categories.
The user could interact with the program through a
question/answer format. For each division appl i cable to a
contract, the program would present items to be considered.
A user response of "Not Appl i cable" would send the program
to the next consideration. A response of "Yes" to an item
wou Id pr omp t add i t i on a 1 c on s i de rat i on s related to that tern.
For those i terns which the user responded wi th "No" . a short
remark would be requested by the p nognam. ~'~ e purpose of
the rev i ew is to h i gh 1 i gh t those i terns wh icn the rev i ewer
finds questionable. On technical matters, a reviewer should
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on 1 y note the possible d i sc r e p an c y an d n o t su gge s
so 1 u t i on • The technical ac cu r ac y of the c on t r ac
t
=• t
responsibi 1 i ty of the designer. Liabi 1 i ty for the desi gn
could be placed on the rev i ewer if a suggested solution is
implemented and later found to be in error.
Another feature of such a p r og r am w o u 1 d be e x p a n s i o
n
and r e f i n erne n t of the gu i de 1 i n e s . W i t h c on s t an t c h an ge-s \ n
contract 1 aw an d r e gu 1 a t i on s , esp ec i a 1 1 y in the federal
sector, this feature would be a must. The guidelines could
be updated and expanded as necessary and as the experience
of the user increased. More detail and cross-referencing
could be added to the gu i de 1 ines. This could become too
cumbersome in the present guideline format. The key to a





Design construe t i b i 1 i t v reviews are an answer to the
increasingly poor qual i ty of contract documents and the
assoc i ated i ncrease i n cost and de 1 ay i n comp i e t i on . The
reviewer has a responsibi 1 i ty to his profession, the owner
and the contractors bidding the job to present a document
that i s a s free of erro r s , om i s s i o n s a n d am b i gu i tie s a = h e
can reasonably produce. While standardized reviews can be
costly and time consuming, these drawbacks are of" t" set by
avoiding change orders after the contract has been awarded
and the damage done. 01 CC Trident real ized a dramatic
decrease in the percentage of construction costs associated
with change orders in the very first year of implementing
the Re di check system. This is one example of the benefi ts
wh i c h can be realized by pert orm i n g a me t h od i c a 1 re v i ew
.
Although there is more potential -for error on large
p r o.j e c t s , the sma 11 contract s c an be c ome v e r y b i g he adac h e
s
because the y d o n o t a 1 ways get the same a 1 1 e n t i o n a i a r g
e
c o n t r a c t r e c e i v e s . A sys t em a t i c re v i ew o f all c o n t r a c t
documents will reduce many of these problems.
The purpose of this report was to research guide! ines
to be used in a. construe t i b i 1 i ty review and arrange them
a format wh i ch wou 1 d f ac i 1 i tate the rev i ew , Th i s ha= been




h owe v e r , a c omp u t er p r ogr am coul d be wr i 1 t en to inter ac
t
w i th a rev i ewer , prov i d i ng on 1 y those gu i del i nes wh i ch are
pertinent to the specific contract. The information could
be presented in a variety of -formats wi thout the usual
r e p e t i t i v e work assoc i a t e d wit h p r e
p
3.r i n g r e p or t s . E ac
h
step of the review is documented, including those items
which were considered not appl i cable. The gu i de 1 i nes could
be c on s t an 1 1 y re-f i n e d an d u p da ted. Su c h a p r ogr ami wou i d
help reduce the time and effort required of an adequate
rev i ew . A thorough , efficient me thod of rev i ew w ill benef i t
both the experienced reviewer and first- time reviewer,
al ike. The key to ensuring that adequate reviews are
ace omp 1 i shed is to make them as easy as possible to use.
Pr op e r c on s t r u c t i b i 1 i t y re v i ews will help k e e p p r oj e c t s on
schedule and within budget, and will reduce contract






Phone Conversation with Mr. Stan Stanley, Chief of Qua) it;/
Assurance, Corps of Engineers, Jacksonv i 1 1 e , Florida
Key items: Every Corps of Engineers'' project undergoes an
extensive review by all parties involved in the project.
Although reviews are ^jone throughout the design ot" the
project, the construction ity review is made at 10 0% design.
The completed contract documents are distributed to the
specification writers, technical specialists (i.e.
geo technical engineers, lakes and waterways division
representatives, etc.) project manager and customer or
agency involved. A "central review" is held where problems-
are highlighted and corrective action determined. The
detail of this review is dependent on the size and
complexity of the project. No specific guidelines are used
in the review process as a check 1 ist but rather the
cognizant individuals are responsible for ensuring their
area is covered. A feedback system is available within the
organization for comment on the effectiveness or
shortcomings of specific items occur i ng during the course of
the job. This feedback is accompl i shed through the use of a




Phone Conversation with Mr. Vincent Spauldino, Code 22E -
Contracts Qua! i ty Assurance Pi v i si on , Naval Fac < 1 i t i es
Engineering Command
Key items: Contracts Quality Assurance <QA) Division was
established in November 1985, in response to several audits
and inspections which h
i
gh 1 ighted increased change orders
and claims due to lack of establ i shed administrative qual i ty
control procedures. Responsible tor pre-award, award and
post-award administrative actions, this division has revised
procedures; improved contract language to ensure the exact
intent is stated; developed guidelines for documentation of
contractor performance; determined training criteria for
persons involved in quality assurance; and has generally
coordinated all efforts in the area of contract quality
assurance
.
One major accomplishment of the division has been to
implement a pol i cy on the quality assurance of design by
Architect-Engineer firms. Effective April 1986, the QC
program used by an A-E firm is included as a selection
e v a 1 u a t i on fact or . An i n t e r d i sc i p 1 i n ar y c oor d i n a t i on rev i ew
had been incorporated into the statement of work for an A-E
contract. QC has been made a specific cost item in
negotiating the A-E fee. Design firms are required to
submit the coordination reviews along with the designs at
the normal review intervals.
Mr
.
Spau 1 d i ng will send cop i es of app 1 i c abl e not i ces
and instructions,

Phone Conversation with Mr. U) i 1 1 i am T. Nigra, Author of the
Re di -Check System for Design Review
Key items: Mr. Nigro developed the Re di -Check system while
serving in the Civil Engineer Corps, U.S. Navy. It is a
standardized method for locating errors in contract plans.
He has copywrited his procedure and is presently marketing
it through his private consulting firm. In addtion to
performing Red i -Checks as a consultant, Mr. Nigro offers one
day training seminars on his system. His "selling" features
for both the seminar and his services are the time and money
saved the owner by having a more complete contract, and the
decreased chances of liability claims for inaccurate
contract documents. Mr. Nigro has publ i shed papers on the
use of his system of review and the benefits realized. They
have appeared in Engineering News Record and Architecture .
Interview with Mr. Frank Still , Construction Manager with
Caudidet Rou 1 e t Scott - Sirene (CRSS) CM Firm
Key items: Mr. Still's current contract project is one
phase of the addition to Shand's Hospital. Contract price
is about *40 m i 1 1 i on . He spent 3 months reviewing the plans
with the designers and preparing scopes of work for
subcontracts. In performing review, he looks for changes to
ease construction and scheduling. Original plans called for
additional floors to be of concrete construction similar to
existing. Mr. Still recommended structural steel to reduce
weight and ease construction. His concern was also for
7?

associated problems with concrete operations while meeting
the hospital's requirements for access to construction areas
and -functional use of critical spaces in the immediate
vicinity of the work. This required special consideration
for quiet and cleanliness within the construction site.
Mr. Still emphasized the importance of keeping the function
of the activity in mind while reviewing the plans and
specifications. "Construe t i bi 1 i ty vs. Safety vs. Liability"
Items specifically noted: check column lines to see if they
match existing; compare structural against architectural
plans; write contracts to have subs check drawings prior to
construction; identify errors and omissions ("designers hate
those words, avoid using them"); and always check with
activity on preliminary vs. final plans to ensure nothing
has changed. With the type of contract he is working under,
the CM has incentive to save money for the owner - it
usually means less construction or simpler construction for
the same fee. It is ^ery important to develop a good
working relationship with the designer. When project is
completed, use as-bu i 1 ts to pick up mistakes for subsequent
proj ec ts.
Phone Conversation with Mr. Lloyd Kelly, Project Manager,
Gi 1 bane (CM f i rmJ
Key items: Gil bane is considered a large construction
management firm. Backlog of dollar-volume is about 535
million company-wide. Total construction backlog is
80

approximately $1.16 billion. Rev
i
ew procedures depend on
type of project. Construe t i b
i
1 i ty review is performed by
the estimating department using checklists. A "project
executive" is responsible -for the design phase coordination.
He assists in the design development, coordinates the
estimate and supervises any procurements until the project
is ready -for the construction management team. He then
begins another project. The project executive is an
experienced construction manager who deals exclusively with
coordinating the pre-construc t i on aspects of the project.
Ualue engineering is utilized throughout the design phase,
but it is most commonly applied when subcontractor bids come




A. "Review of Plans and Specifications", excerpt -from
CHESNAVFACENGCOMINST 4330. 62C, ROICC Contract Administration
Handbook
.
B. Section III Part 4 and Section IU Part 2, excerpts from
NAYFAC P-6S, Contracting Manual .

CHESNAVFACENGCOMINST 4330. 62C
1 9 MArt 1984
Dispersed Field Office Organization . In some cases, a particular OICC/ROICC
may have functional cognizance over a large geographical area or remote
construction sites. If this is the case, and there is more than one officer
assigned to a particular OICC/ROICC, the designated AROICC at the satellite
office under delegation of the OICC/ROICC may act as the OICC/ROICC in that
particular area from an organizational standpoint, and all personnel assigned
to that office will be in the configuration of a small OICC/ROICC office.
Functional relationships and primary items to be considered in a position
description are as indicated for the large or small OICC/ROICC organization
depending on the workload volume.
In addition to the dispersed structure outlined above, a main or centralized
OICC/ROICC office may have construction jobs dispersed over a large geographic
area which do not demand establishing a full-time office at that location. In
this case, Inspectors periodically Inspect and review the work of contractors
at these varying locations and report to the particular cognizant Resident
Engineer, AROICC or Project Engineer.
Procedures
Under authority of the Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command as
Contracting Officer, each ROICC is assigned responsibility for his contract
administration duties. Hereinafter are the detailed procedures to be followed
by each ROICC in performing his duties. These procedures are arranged in the
anticipated sequence of occurrence.
Review of Plans and Specifications
Policy and instruction governing plans and specifications are detailed in
P-68, Paragraphs 3-401 through 3-413 and 4-200 through 4-225, and
CHESNAVFACENGCOMINST 11012. 5A. The ROICC should be aware of these provisions
while reviewing plans and specifications prior to bid. In consonance with
this regulation, it is essential to insure that designs meet user requirements
and reflect current experience with regard to constructabillty. The
functional review will take place at the 35Z stage only. Normally, this is
the last opportunity the customer/user/occupant has to effect a projects'
design/facility parameters. Additionally, the project shall be reviewed at
this time to determine if items which will constrain the execution of the
construction have been considered. At the 352 review, two sets of documents
are forwarded directly to the Public Works Officer (PW0) of the activity for
whom the design is being accomplished. It is expected the PW0 will furnish
one set to the user/customer and will coordinate activity comments and their
return directly to the Architect in Charge (AIC) or Engineer in Charge (EIC)
at CHESNAVFACENGCOM.
The constructabillty review will be conducted at the 95Z, or pre-final design
stage. Four sets of review documents will be forwarded to the ROICC. Two
sets of documents are forwarded by the ROICC to the PW0 for his
constructabillty review and comment. A total of two weeks (10 working days)
is allowed in the design schedule for distribution, review and return of
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other two sets. As a minimum, those items listed for review in Appendix A-l,
are to be considered. Comments including constructablllty comments received
from the FWO are to be returned to the CHESNAVFACENGCOM Design Division (Code
04) on the form (Appendix A-2) by the date requested. One copy of the
comments Is to be forwarded separately to Code 05. Code 04 will provide an
explanation to the ROICC why any comments were not included in the subsequent
bid documents. If no explanation is received, the ROICC should request the
CHESNAVFACENGCOM Code 04 AIC or EIC why the comments were excluded.
ROICC s must sign the drawings prior to advertising. The ROICC signifies, by
his signature» that he has performed the constructablllty review and his
comments have been provided to CHESNAVFACENGCOM Code 04.
Inspection Plan
When plans and specifications are received by the ROICC for a constructablllty
review, preparation of an inspection plan should be initiated. This plan is
to be completed prior to the preconstruction meeting with the successful
bidder. The plan should be developed by the construction representative who
will be inspecting the work, with assistance from his supervisor and
engineering staff as necessary. From the preconstruction meeting to the final
Inspection of the contract, the inspection plan Is utilized and updated. The
inspection plan will be based upon five elements:
1. A complete submittal log for shop drawings, catalog data, samples,
certifications of compliance and test performance
2. Long lead time submittal items to be given attention at the
preconstruction meeting
_
3. Milestone progress dates - '
~"
4. Inspection and testing for work categorized by specification section
5. Establishment of a schedule which identifies the responsibility for
inspection and test items outlined under the previous element.
With the data obtained through and by the development of the plan elements, a
plan of action related to work progress can be established to ensure that
timely, efficient and effective inspection effort is provided for the work.
It should be emphasized, however, that, for any plan to be successful, it must
be used, periodically and objectively evaluated and future actions
rescheduled. The inspection plan is an organized list of "things to do"
compiled during the review of the above elements.
Post Award A/E Services
Between bid opening and contract award, the ROICC, in consultation with the
AIC or EIC and Code 09A2, will confirm that an A/E Post Award Service contract
will be awarded and which shop drawing reviews, etc., will be done by the
ROICC, the A/E or the EIC.
Pre-Bid Conference





1. Survey data, bench marks and trlangulation points.
2. In-site construction area considerations.
3. Geotechnlc data as boring logs, unusual soil or water table.
4. Verification of underground utilities and obstructions shown.
5. Demolition or removal requirements.
6. Storage area availability or restrictions.
7. Site restrictions or obstacles as avigation easements or
abandoned trackage.
8. Surface drainage patterns.
9. Construction scheduling and work stoppage.
10. Available utilities for construction purposes.
11. Hazardous material handling debris removal and salvage.
12. Restrictions and scheduling of utility outages.
13. Security, routing, parking restrictions.
14. Necessity for construction signs, fences.
15. Additional requirements (passes, parking, haul route, occupied spaces,
access to facilities).
16. Schedule work stoppages (June week activities, etc.).
17. Necessity for an inspector's office.
18. Possible Value Engineering cost savings to Government.
19. Perform extensive review of Division One of the Specification.
20. Check reasonableness of liquidated damages (Refer to P-68, 4-211).
21. Check reasonableness of completion time, seasonality of specified work
22. Insure that the responsibility for submittal approval is clearly
indicated
.
23. Insure that the responsibility and procedure for all material and
equipment testing is clearly indicated.
24. Insure that any landscaping requirements for the planting season
are commensurate with contract duration*
25. Insure that the project has received environmental protection safe-
guards with respect to dust control, erosion and disposal of wastes.
26. Check to see if cathodic protection has been included, if necessary.
27. Comment on any observed conflict between the plans and specifications,
or between various disciplines, e.g., electrical and mechanical; HVAC
ducts and structural members; between structural details and architectural
features.
28. Provisions for start up; and operating and maintenance training on complex
equipment.
29. Possible proprietary specification not indicated as such.
30. Identify design features of the contract which are related to
hazards to personnel, equipment, materials and the environment.
31. Review for completeness of shop drawing and catalog data submittals,





Part 4. Technical Specifications and Drawings (FAR PART 10 and 36.202)
3-401 GENERAL. Drawings and specifications provide the technical details for the
facility that is to be provided. In order that a thoroughly complete and correct design,
including a comprehensive review can be made, the preparation of drawings and
specifications, whether by a field activity, in this Command, or by an A-E contractor, shall
be initiated as far in advance of actual construction as planning, financing, and workload
will permit. Command engineers and architects authorized to approve engineering
drawings and specifications or to sign letters dealing with engineering decisions or
documents that may be involved in change orders or claim cases, shall be restricted to
those registered as professional engineers or architects. In the preparation of drawings and
specifications, all applicable military and Command standards shall be strictly adhered to,
unless directed otherwise, and all provisions of NAVFAC DM-6.1 and 6.2 shall be fully
complied with. Technical portions of specifications should not include general contractual
provisions such as experience clauses, requirements for supervisory erectors, etc. Legal
and Administrative provisions should not be included in the technical portions or
specifications.
3-402 CLARITY. It is essential that specifications be definite and explicit to assure a
clear basis for bids and to obviate misunderstanding during the performance of the
contract. The importance of an adequate specification cannot be overemphasized. The
elimination of discrepancies and ambiguities from the project specifications will result in
favorable bids, result in better contractor relationships, effect overall economies, and
reduce disputes for extra compensation.
3-403 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS. (Purchase Description) (FAR 10.004) In some
instances a performance specification may be more appropriate for use than descriptive
specifications. Generally a performance specification indicates the required results,
verifiable as meeting stipulated criteria, and free of unnecessary process limitations.
Requirements such as fire endurance, toxicity, strength, durability and system output are
stipulated. Performance specifications shall not be written so as to specify a product or a
particular feature of a product proprietary to one manufacturer unless Level I Contracting
Officer approval has been obtained. (See 3-405)
3-404 "OR EQUAL" SPECIFICATIONS. (FAR 10.004) Specifying items by naming
acceptable commercial products followed by the words "or equal" is permitted under the
following conditions: (a) there are no industry or Government-type specifications for the
item, (bjthe item is a minor part of the work, (c) the item cannot adequately be described
because of its technically involved construction or composition. In each instance a
minimum of three manufacturers shall be included in the description followed by the words
"or equaL" The essential features of the item must also be set forth in sufficient detail to
establish the basis upon which the equality of nonlisted products will be determined.
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3-405 PROPRIETARY SPECIFICATIONS. (FAR 10.002 and 36.202) Proprietary or
restrictive requirements shall not be used unless it is established conclusively that no
substitute will serve the purpose. Specifications shall be written to permit bidding by any
supplier whose equipment provides the functional, technical, and physical requirements of
the project. Proprietary requirements shall not be included in specifications without a
Level I, Contracting Officer approval, who shall document the basis of his/her decision in
the official contract file (D<xF format apropriate). This requirement also applies to
specifications prepared by others agencies for projects to be constructed by NAVFAC In
order to negate clauses such as "Material and Workmanship" and "Brand Name or Equal",
when specification of a proprietary item has been authorized, the specification must state:
"Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, no other product will be acceptable".
3-405.1 Qualified Products. (FAR 9.2) The limitations pertaining to proprietary
specifications do not apply to items on a qualified products list. However, such lists must
be established and used in strict accordance with FAR 9.2 provisions.
3-406 COORDINATION OF SPECIFICATIONS AND OF SPECIFICATIONS WITH
DRAWINGS. Many disputes arise over the lack of coordination of details contained in
different specification sections (e.g., electrical and mechanical) and differences between
the specifications and drawings. Extra care is required to assure that various sections of
the contract are not in conflict with each other or that items or criteria have not been
omitted on the assumption that they are included in another section.
3-407 REFERENCED SPECIFICATIONS. It is standard practice in construction
contracts to incorporate by reference many military and commercial specifications. Many
of these specifications include various options or alternates. Care must be taken to clearly
identify which (if any) of these options or alternates are applicable.
3-408 COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS. (FAR 36.202) In construction contracts
standard commercial industry specifications shall be used to the maximum extent possible.
3-409 COLLATERAL EQUIPMENT. Collateral equipment that is not built into
structures and can be removed and used elsewhere, such as bunks, furniture, lockers,
portable file cabinets, mess gear, and loose galley equipment shall not be procured under
construction contracts unless specifically approved by NAVFACENGCOM. Collateral
equipment that is built into the structure, such as shelving, or that requires physical
connections, such as ranges, may be included in construction contracts.
3-410 FOREIGN PRODUCTS. (See Section IL Part 3)
3-411 EXPERIENCE CLAUSES. Experience clauses shall not be included in the body of
technical specifications. (See 4-202)
3-412 DREDGING CONTRACTS. Specifications for dredging must afford the bidder the
opportunity to submit a bid based on accomplishing the required dredging and disposal by
the most economical means available to the bidder (and satisfactory to the Government).
Specifications shall advise bidders of all available disposal locations, which may be located
with reasonable efforts. Local municipalities and State offices should be contacted to
determine their interest in the spoil.
3-413 CONTRACTOR QUALITY PROVISIONS. Contracts that are subject to
Contractor Quality Control (CQC) must include, in the technical portions of the
specifications, a clear and accurate description of the tests the contractor is required to
perform in various phases of the work.




Part 2. Specification Provisions, Division One
4-201 GENERAL- Division One of the specifications includes administrative as opposed
to technical requirements which are included in other divisions. For construction, the
content and organization of Division One is set forth in type specifications issued by
NAVFACENGCOM Engineering and Design Division (Code 04). In addition to general
administrative terms, this portion of the specification is used to include clauses that
require filling in blanks by Government personnel during IFB preparation, such as liquidated
damages and completion provisions. However, Division One is not to include bidding
information or contract general provisions, or changes thereto. The adequacy and accuracy
of the information included in Division One of the specification, as well as the information
included in the bidding information and contract provision portions of the IFB, are the joint




(a) The ideal number of bid items is one since additional items tend to cause bid
errors, protests and similar problems. More than one bid item may be used to obtain more
than one price when necessary to assure that award can be made within the funds
available. A specification shall not include bid items solely for the purpose of obtaining
price information.
(b) The drawings and specifications shall be developed and arranged so that bid
Item 1 covers work that can reasonably be expected to be procured within the funds
available. Additional bid items may be provided if they are necessary to allow for vagaries
in estimating or unit price items for dredging and excavation. When more than one bid
item is used, all bid items shall be composed in the same manner, either by the successive
addition of work or by the successive omission of work. Specification shall not include bid
items for both added and omitted work. Each bid item shall be composed so that an award
on any item, or combination of items, will provide a functionally complete and usable
facility.
(c) The use of large number of bid items substantially increases the probability that
errors will be encountered in the submission of bids. It is recognized that in certain types
of maintenance service contracts a detailed schedule of deductions is necessary for orderly
contract administration. However, it must also be acknowledged that facility support
contracts fall into two major categories:
(i)Firm Fixed Price. Based on repetitive occurrences of work items, i.e., definite
work items occurring daily, weekly, monthly, semi-annually, etc. Payment for such
services is based primarily on the ratio of the passage of time to the total contract price.
In such circumstances a single bid item is appropriate for bidding purposes. Normally a
schedule of the repetitive services detailing the frequencies of occurrences is also included
in the specifications. Said schedule when completed by the contractor forms the basis of
deductions for non-performance or unsatisfactory performance pursuant to the
Consequences of Contractors Failure to Perform the Required Services Clause of the
contract. In these cases the specifications shall clearly describe the schedule of services
as the Schedule of Deductions and indicate "that the Schedule of Deductions is to be




In the event the contractor fails to provide the Schedule of Deductions within 15 days
allocated or submits a Schedule which is unbalanced, the Contracting Officer may
terminate the contract for default or unilaterally establish a Schedule of Deductions for
the contract term.
(ii) Indefinite Quantity Contracts. This is a fixed unit price contract form which
does not specify the total amount of work which the Government will require, or when
particular services will be required. Normally a schedule of work items with estimated
quantities are prepared for bidding, in order to provide contractors a reasonable basis for
estimating costs. This schedule of work items and estimated quantities will be included in
the Invitation, Bid and Award package. Unit prices for each item on the schedule must be
provided as part of the contractor's bid at time of bid opening. Low bidder to be
determined on the basis of the low aggregate price for ail bid items. IFB shall clearly state
that the bid unit prices will be used as the basis for deduction in accordance with the
Consequences of Contractors Failure to Provide Required Services clause of the contract.
<*-202.2 Alternates. Bid items for alternates are not permitted. If the Commander
considers the use of alternates essential, a request with full details shall be submitted to
NAVFACENGCOM for approval. If alternate items are approved, special provisions
concerning determination of the low bidder will be provided by NAVFACENGCOM.
Alternates offered by bidders, for which no provision is contained in the bidding items,
normally cannot be considered. (As used in this paragraph, an alternate bid is: "price for
concrete parking $ ; price for asphalt parking J "). Specifications may include
alternate provisions to be accomplished at the contractor's option but this option will not
be priced separately.
^202.3 Additive or Deductive Items. (DFAR 36.303(70))
(a) When it appears that funds available for a project may be insufficient for all the
desired features of a construction project, provide a first (base bid) item covering the
major portion of the work and one or more additive bid items which independently add
specified (not needed to have a usable facility) features of work in order of priority (most
important first). The low bidder and the bid items to be awarded shall be determined as
provided in paragraph 21, Instructions to Bidders. The specification section on bids shall
reference this paragraph. Prior to the opening of bids, record in the contract file the
control amount for the project. (See 3-502) The amount so recorded shall be controlling
for determining the low bidder.
(b) Each bid item must be independent so that award may be made on any
combination of items, (e.g., item 2 cannot be "addition to a porch" and item 3 "screening
for porch" since award could not be made on the base item and item 3 alone.)
(c) Item 1 shall be specifically identified as the base item. No more than four 1
additional items shall be used without specific approval of the Contracting Officer.
(d) If all bids exceed the control amount additional funds may be added to reach the
lowest base bid price received. Award (including further addition of funds) shall then be
made as provided by the clause.




(e) These provisions make the determination of low bidder purely mechanical and
eliminate the possibility of "picking and choosing" by manipulation of funds. After the low
bidder is established, however, it is permissible to obtain additional funds and to make
award on a different combination of items if the established low bidder is also low on this
combination.
(f) No combination of additive/deductive or other bidding systems (e.g., unit prices
and additive items) shall be used without prior approval of Level I Contracting Officer.
(g) Deductive Bid Items. Deductive bid items will not be used without authorization
by a Level I Contracting Officer. Such authorization will be given only in specific
exceptional cases. Under the deductive bid system, bid item 1 (the base item) shall cover
the entire work specified. The OICC may include from one to four additional independent
deductive items (listed in order of priority with the least desirable feature first) for
severable features which are not essential to provide a useable facility These deductive
items and the order of priority shall be agreed upon by the OICC and the sponsor. As a
minimum, the Base Bid Item less all deductive items should fall within the Government
estimate. Each deductive item shall be the amount to be deducted from Bid Item 1 for the
deleted work covered by that item. The "Additive or Deductive Items" clause shall be
deleted from the "Instructions to Bidders" (construction contract)" and the following
substituted:
•The low bidder for purposes of award shall be the conforming responsible
bidder offering the low aggregate amount of Bid Item 1 (the base item) less, in
the order of priority listed, the items necessary to permit award of the contract
within the funds determined by the Government (before bids are opened) to be
available. For example, if the amount of funds available is $100,000 and the
low bidder's base bid and successive deductive items are $120,000, $8,000,
$10,000, $6,000 and $4,000; the aggregate amount of the bid for purposes of
award would be $96,000, the base bid minus the first, second and third
deductive bid items. The fourth deductive would not be considered since the
third deductive permits award within the funds available. After determination
of the low bidder as stated, award in the best interests of the Government may
be made on the base bid and any combination of deductive bids for which funds
are determined to be available at the time of award, provided that award on
such combination of bid items does not exceed the amount offered by any other
conforming responsible bidder for the same combination of bid items."
4-202.4 Unit-Price Bid Items.
(a) For dredging, earthwork, repairs, and other types of projects where the exact
quantities of work and materials cannot be practically determined prior to performance,
the use of unit-price bid items is appropriate. When the bid items are unit prices, a
quantity to be used for evaluation of bids must be stated for each item. This quantity must
be the best possible estimate of the amount that actually will be required. The
specification shall also provide that the unit price will be used to adjust the contract price
for any increase or decrease in quantities, subject to the provisions of the variation in
quantities clause (which shall be included in the contract).
(b) Subject to 4-202.3(f), combined lump sum unit price bids may be taken where
construction involves pile driving, dredging, etc. In this case bids shall be:
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//I (a) price for all work except dredging = $
//I (b) price per yard for dredging 50,000 yards:
$ /yd x 50,000 = $
Total price item //l = $
(c) Specifications providing for unit price bids shall include a provision stating; "In
the event there is a difference between a unit price and the extended total, the unit price
will be held to be the intended bid and the total recomputed accordingly. If a bidder
provides a total but fails to enter a unit price, the total divided by the specified quantity
will be held to be the intended unit price."
4-202.5 Bid for Services of Supervising Erector. (DFAR 37.7002) If a supply
specification requires the services of a supervisory erector to be provided to the contractor
doing construction, a bid item setting an amount per estimated working days shall be
included in accordance with the unit price provisions above.
4-202.6 Special Types of Bidding
(a) Split Awards. When the work contemplated by the specification is of such a
nature that it could be performed under two or more contracts, and it is considered that
economies to the Government could result by permitting bids on all or a portion of the
work, the bid items may provide for split award, with Contracting Officer approval. For
example:
Item 1. The price for the entire work (two buildings and site improvements)
complete, in accordance with the specifications and drawings.
Item 2. The price for the construction of building A and site work east of route 10,
complete and in accordance with the specifications and drawings.
Item 3. The price for the construction of building B and site work west of route 10,
complete and in accordance with the specifications and drawings.
In the above example, if an award is made, it will be on Item 1 or separately on Items 2 and
3, whichever results in the lowest total price. When such bid items are used, no further bid
items shall be included and the specifications shall include:
"Subject to the availability of funds, award will be made on bid item 1 or items
2 and 3 depending on which will result in the lowest total price to the
Government. If funding does not permit an award for all of the work, award
may be made on either item 2 or item 3 at the discretion of the Government."
When a split award is possible, the specifications shall include separate completion dates
and, for construction, liquidated damages for each item upon which award may be made.
(b) Special Items. Special bidding procedures may be issued by NAVFACENGCOM to
meet unusual circumstances (e.g., bid items for UEPH). These items will not be altered or
used for other purposes without Level I Contracting Officer approval.





• 4-203 EXPERIENCE CLAUSES.
4-203.1 Contractor Experience. (FAR 9-1 04- Kb) and 19-602.)
(a) On occasion, because of special difficulties in the work, strict construction
schedules, or past unsuccessful experience with contractors, the inclusion of a "Contractor
Experience" requirement in the Invitation For Bids may provide a solution. Such a clause
requires, as a precondition for award, that the low bidder (after bid opening) submit data to
show that there will be a minimum quantum of skilled personnel, facilities, equipment, or
experience necessary to complete the work. However, a long line of Comptroller General
Decisions has unanimously held that such experience clauses relate to the responsibility of
a firm, and more specifically, to its capacity to perform the work. The Comptroller
General has further ruled, as required by the Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. 637(b)(7), that
when the firm is a small business, regardless of whether a small business set aside is
involved, and regardless of the criticality of the contract, that the departments have no
authority to reject such a firm unless the Small Business Administration (SBA) refuses to
issue a Certificate of Competency. By statute the SBA determination is conclusive. In
determining whether or not to issue a Certificate of Competency, the SBA is not bound to
the experience clause provisions.
(b) In view of the limited practical value of experience clauses, together with the
difficulty of writing any meaningful experience requirements, no experience clause may be
included in any Invitation For Bids without specific Level I, Contracting Officer approval.
4-203.2 Equipment. In some instances, it may be appropriate to require that equipment
to be furnished under a contract have prior proven performance. For such clauses to be
.effective, the equipment to be furnished under the contract would have to be absolutely
identical in all respects with the equipment which had such prior proven performance.
These provisions have a disadvantage in that they deprive the Navy of the benefits of any
technical advances which have occurred since the equipment which has performed was
produced. Level L. Contracting Officer approval of any equipment experience clauses must
be obtained in advance of issuance of the solicitation.
4-204 DATA WITH BIDS. Except for bid bonds, representations and certifications and
statutory cost information, the specifications shall not require the bidders to furnish with
the bids any data whatsoever. The specifications may require data to be submitted by the
low bidder after bid opening and prior to award.
4-205 BONDS. (FAR Part 28; also P-68 7-102).
4-205.1 Definition of Bonds.
(a) Bid Bond. A bid bond is a bond accompanying a bid in which the bidder and the
surety obligate themselves, subject to forfeiture of the penal sum stated (20 percent of the
bid price), that the bidder shall (a) undertake the performance of the contract and (b) snail
furnish the performance and payment bonds required by the contract specifications.
(b) Performance Bonds. A performance bond covers the performance and fulfillment
of ail the undertakings, covenants, and terms, conditions, and agreements contained in the
contract.
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(c) Payment Bond. A payment bond secures the payment of all persons that supply
labor and material in the prosecution of the work provided for in the contract.
4-205.2 Bonds for Construction. For each construction contract in excess of $25,000, a
bid guarantee and performance and payment bonds shall be obtained. A notice of award of
the contract shall be sent to the contractor by certified mail (return receipt requested)
directing the contractor to furnish the required performance and payment bonds on the
blank bond forms enclosed, within ten days after receipt of the letter. Under no
circumstances shall a contractor be permitted to start work until required bonds have been
received by the OICC No payment of any sort shall be made to the contractor until
required bonds have been received. If the bonds have not been received by the OICC within
the time designated in the certified letter, the contractor shall be advised by telegram that
failure to furnish the bonds within five days will require the OICC to recommend that the
contract be terminated for default and the contractor held liable for any excess costs to
complete. (See 7-102)
4-205.3 Verification. A verifax or other facsimile copy of the agent's authority to sign
for the surety company is required as evidence of such authority. This requirement is
included in the instructions to bidders for construction. When bonds are required for other
than construction include the following in the Instructions to Bidders:
"The bid guaranty bond shall be accompanied by a verifax or other facsimile copy of
the agent's authority to sign bonds for the surety company."
4-205.4 Overseas Contracts. (2-311)
4-205.5 Bonds for Contracts Other Than Construction. (FAR 2S-103)
(a) Normally bid, payment, and performance bonds will not be required for other than
construction contracts. In unusual circumstances as described in FAR 28. 103-2, EFD
Commanders may require bid, performance, and payment bonds for janitorial and
maintenance service contracts.
(b) Bid, performance, and payment bonds will not be required for maintenance service
contracts estimated to be at a price of less than $100,000 or for any contracts, other than
construction, awarded pursuant to Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act.
(c) Whenever a performance bond is required, a bid guarantee is also to be required.
Payment bonds are to be required under circumstances as set forth in FAR 28.103-3, and
must be on SF 1416. SF 25A is only authorized for use in conjunction with construction
contracts.
(d) Whenever bonds are required in connection with contracts, other than
construction contracts, the contract file should contain a statement of the reasons
therefor, which must show that the requirements of FAR 28.103-2 have been met.
(e) When bonds are required for other than construction, it usually is appropriate to






<f-205.6 Annual Bid Bonds. Annual Did bonds are frequently used Dy large companies
selling large quantities of supplies and services to tne U.S. Government. Annual bid bonds
are not acceptable for construction contracts, for other than construction, bids may be
considered when, in lieu of a bond, tne bidder includes a statement that an annual bid bond
is on file with a government agency and specifically identifies the location of the agency
and the office holding the bond. The OICC must ascertain that the bond is on file, that it
is valid, and that it is in an amount adequate to cover the contract, and that there are no
restrictions in connection with the bond which would preclude it being applied to the
instant contract. If it is determined that a valid bid bond is on file, the OICC may proceed
as if a valid bid bond had been submitted.
^-206 SUBCONTRACTING ANTI-BROKERAGE PROVISION. (FAR 36.501) The clause
set forth in FAR 36.501 shall be included in any construction contract estimated to exceed
$1,000,000.00. The required percentage to be placed in the clause shall be the maximum
consistent witn the customary or necessary specialty subcontracting, complexity, and
magnitude of the work, and shall not, under any circumstances, be less than 20 percent
(15 percent in Armed Forces Housing contracts). The OICC may increase the required
percentage up to 35 percent as deemed appropriate in the light of the nature of the work.
-207 HALF-SIZE DRAWINGS.
(a) When naif-size drawings are issued with the IFB, the following shall be included in
tne paragraph entitled "Drawings accompanying specifications" of the specifications: "The
drawings included witn tnis specification are half-size. Full-size drawings are available at
the bidder's expense. Information for obtaining full-size drawings may be obtained from
the OICC. Full-size drawings may be inspected during regular working nours at the office
of the OICC" Arrangements shall be made with reproduction agencies to make full-size
reproductions of construction drawings available to bidders at their expense.
(o) The specifications shall provide that, after award of contract, up to fifteen sets
of full-size prints will be issued to the contractor at no cost. Additional requirements,
above this number, will be at the contractor's expense. (See FAR 36.571-3)
**-208 ASSUMPTION OF RISK. In some instances, bidders on construction work to be
performed at or near naval ammunition depots or magazines have experienced difficulty in
obtaining builder's risk insurance at other than excessive rates. Such excessive insurance
rates are reflected in higher bid prices. Therefore, where it is deemed warranted,
Commanders may authorize the following clause to be added when work is to be performed
in proximity to such areas:
Limited Assumption of Risk by Government.
(a) Title of all work in place shall be in the Government, and title to all property
intended for incorporation in the work shall vest in the government upon delivery
thereof to the site of the work. The term "Government-owned property" as used in
this article refers to such work in place and to such other property as to wrucn title
has vested in the Government pursuant to the provisions of the preceding sentence and
likewise includes any property furnished or rented to the contractor by the
Government. Upon completion of the work, any such Government-owned property not
a part of the work (except property rented to, or furnished without charge to the
contractor by the Government) shall become the property of the contractor. The
vesting of title in the Government, as provided in this paragraph, shall in no way
relieve the contractor of any obligations otherwise provided in this contract in respect




(b) The contractor represents that the contract price does not include the
cost of insurance, nor any provision for a reserve, covering the risk assumed Dy
the Government under tnis paragraph. The Government assumes the risk of loss
or damage to such Government-owned property Gncluding expenses incidental
to such loss or damage) which results directly or indirectly from the explosion
of Government-owned or controlled munitions (including, without limitations,
ammunition, oomDS, powder, dynamite and other explosives), whether or not
caused by negligence, except that tne Government does not assume at any time
the risk of, and tne contractor shall he responsiole for, such loss or damage (1)
which is in fact covered by insurance or for which contractor is otherwise
reimoursed, or (2) which is disregard of proper instructions of the Contracting
Officer, on the part of any of the contractor's directors, officers or any other
representatives having supervision or direction of all or substantially all the
contractor's operations under this contract.
(c) In the event of loss or damage to Government-owned property resulting
from the risk assumed by the Government hereunder, the Contracting Officer
shall determine whether and to what extent, such property shall be rebuilt,
repaired or replaced by the contractor or otherwise. Should this determination
cause an increase or decrease in the cost of doing the work under this contract
or time required for its performance, an equitable adjustment in the pertinent
contract terms shall be made in the manner and upon notice as provided in
Clause 3, Changes, of the NAVFACENGCOM General Provisions for
Construction Contracts.
(d) The provisions of Clause 12, Permits and Responsibilities, of the General
Provisions, are to be deemed modified by this article only to the extent
required to give effect to the limited assumption of risk herein before in this
article provided.
4-209 INSURANCE.
4-209.1 Work on Base. (FAR 28.307-2) Insurance provisions applicable to construction
work on a Government installation are included in the standard forms. If other contracts
require tne contractors to perform work on a Government installation, the OICC shall
assure that proper insurance clauses are included. NAVFACENGCOM contracts requiring
operation on Government property shall specify insurance coverage as required by state
and local laws or by FAR 28-306-7, whichever necessitates a higher coverage.EFD
commanders are authorized to specify higher coverages, when justified, on a case-oy-case
basis. When higher coverages are required, NAVFACENGCOM should be advised in writing
of the limits used and justification therefore to permit periodic review of the adequacy of
the minimum.





4-209.3 Insurance on Equipment and Materials. Normally, the U.S. Government acts as a
self insurer. When the Contracting Officer considers that there may be dealings with
unusual circumstances, which warrant requiring the contractor to take out special
insurance as protection from unusual losses, the matter shall be referred to
NAVFACENGCOM.
4-210 OPTIONS. (FAR 17.2)
4-210.1 General. Option provisions provide a useful vehicle for obtaining additional
supplies or services without resolicitation. However, the use of options should be carefully
considered. The inclusion of an option provision frequently results in higher prices for the
initial quantity, if the option quantity must be at the same unit price, since the contractor
must include a factor for contingencies or cannot be assured of spreading start-up or
engineering costs over the full quantity of items. On the other hand, permitting different
prices for option quantities creates the opportunity for exorbitant option item prices unless
those prices are also considered in bid evaluation. Such evaluation requires approval prior
to issuance of the Invitation For Bid (IFB) by NAVFACENGCOM HQ (see FAR 17.203).
4-210.2 Supply Contracts. Options for not to exceed 50 percent of the basic quantity and
at the same unit price as the basic quantity, may be used without NAVFACENGCOM
approval. Options for quantities greater than 50 percent, or options which do not require
that option quantities be at the same unit price as the basic quantities, must be approved
by NAVFACENGCOM.
4-210.3 Service Contracts.
(a) Service contracts may include options to extend the contract so as to continue
performance through, but not beyond, the fifth anniversary of the date of commencement
of performance (for example, one year with four additional option periods of one year
each). Neither the base period nor any option period shall exceed one year.
(b) The appropriate clause in FAR 22.1006 must be included in any contract which
contains an option to extend and which is subject to the Service Contract Act.
(c) If a service contractor is subject to substantial cost increases not covered by the
clauses in FAR 22.1006, options should be limited to no more than one additional year, or in
extreme cases not used at all, in order to avoid undue financial hardships.
(d) NAVFACENGCOM approval is not required to include options in service contracts




(a) Because of Davis-Bacon limitations, options to extend performance period are not
to be used in maintenance construction contracts. See 9-105.1.
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(b) Options to add specific work to a basic scope of any construction contract may be
used only with presolicitation NAVFACENGCOM approval. This approval will only be given
if all conditions set forth in FAR 17.206 are satisfied. In such cases, the option work will
be described in detail in the plans and specifications and the IFB and the evaluation will
comply with FAR 14.201-6 and 17.208.
4-2J0.5 Lease Agreements with Options to Buy. Leases for equipment and other
commodities may include an option to buy. This provision shall be drafted so as to preclude
the Government's payment to a contractor of more than the fair market value of an item
obtained through a lease agreement. Note that O&M funds are not available to exercise a
purchase option in excess of $1,000. (See 3-103)
4-210.6 Contractor Options. A contractor's option exists when the specification permits
a choice of material, design, or method. The right to select an option rests with the
contractor. The specification shall not require bidders to identify the option they intend to
select. After the bid opening, the OICC may require the contractor to state the options
that are intended to be exercised. But this shall not prohibit the contractor from changing
the election if so desired.
4-21 1 COMPLETION DATES.
4-211.1 Time of Performance. (FAR 12.102(b)) In establishing the completion date of a
contract the contracting officer shall give due consideration to:
(a) the complexity of the project;
(b) the construction seasons involved;
(c) the date by which the work is required; and
(d) the capacity of the contractors to perform.
If the completion date is unreasonably short, bidders may simply increase their bids by the
amount of liquidated damages. In the IFB, completion dates shall be stated in calendar
days (e.g., 180 calendar days) and not specific dates.
4-211.2 Establishing the Completion Date. The ASBCA has held that contractors must
be given a reasonable time to submit their bonds before the contract time starts to run.
Accordingly, when bonds are required, the contract completion date shall be computed
starting 15 calendar days after notice of award (5 days for mailing and 10 days to furnish
bonds.) The following shall be added to the completion date provisions of all contracts
requiring the contractor to submit bonds:
"The contract completion date will be computed starting 1 5 calendar days after
the date of award. This 15 day period is to allow for mailing of the notice of
award and the contractor's submission of the required bonds."
4-211.3 Multiple Completion Dates. (FAR 12.102(b)(6)) Multiple completion dates may
used when elements of the work are readily separable. This may prevent delays and/or
time extensions for completion of an entire project when excusable delays or changes
affect only a separable portion thereof. Where such dates are shown, requests for
extensions of time for delays must be evaluated with respect to each item and the affected





<*-21 1. <* Overtime. (FAR 22.103)
(a) OICC's shall assure that contract completion dates are normally set so as not to
require work in excess of eight hours per day and <*0 hours per week for timely completion.
When necessary, fixed price contracts requiring work in excess of eight hours per day or k0
hours per week, may be issued if justified pursuant to the following procedures:
(1) When, prior to advertisement, work in excess of eight hours per day or *f0 hours
per week is considered necessary to meet a delivery or performance schedule, Commanders
shall assure that the using activity is furnished the following information:
(A) estimated number of overtime hours required;
(B) estimated cost of premium pay resulting from the required overtime or
extra-pay shifts (it should be made clear that this figure is premium pay only and does not
include straight time pay for the overtime hours);
(C) period during which overtime or extra-pay shifts will be required; and
(D) time anticipated to be required for accomplishment of the entire contract
work;
(2) The using activity shall be requested to certify, in writing, that the delivery or
performance schedule is essential.
(3) On receipt of the certification of the using activity the OICC may issue bidding
documents with a completion date that will require the contractor to work overtime.
*-212 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES. (FAR 12.2 and 36.206) A liquidated damages clause
shall be included in all construction contracts in excess of $25,000 except
cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts or those where the contractor cannot control the pace of the
work. Use of a liquidated damages clause is optional for contracts of $25,000 or less and
contracts for work other than construction. Where such a provision is used the clause set
forth in FAR 52.212-5 shall be included in the IFB or Request For Proposals (RFP). Where
different completion dates for separate parts or stages of the work are specified in the
contract, this clause should be revised appropriately to provide for liquidated damages for
delay of each separate part or stage of the work. Where multiple items are required (e.g.,
housing) the damages should include a price per day per unit basis even though the contract
may have only one completion date. The liquidated damages set forth in Table 1, below,
shall be used for all construction projects, except those specifically identified and covered
in Tables 2 through 5. These liquidated damages tables are based upon those losses the
Government is expected to suffer because of the failure of the contractor to complete the
work on time, such as the cost of substitute facilities, the rental of buildings, or the
continued payment of quarters allowances. In an exceptional case liquidated damages may
be varied when the OICC determines that the Government's anticipated loss from delayed
completion is estimated to be significantly in excess of these amounts. In such an
exceptional case, a justification for each exceptional determination (including arithmetical
computations) shall be made for the files and liquidated damage variations exceeding 50
percent shall require prior NAVFACENGCOM approval.
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Courts and Boards refuse to enforce liquidated damages provisions which are
unreasonable when compared to the contract price. Usually Courts and Boards will not
reduce unreasonable liquidated damages specified to an amount they consider reasonable,
but will strike such provisions in their entirety. If structures are occupied during the work,
as in the case of the contract for exterior painting, the Table amounts are unrealistically
excessive and must be reduced to realistic levels.




























Table 2: Family Housing Units
Liquidated Damages Per
Calendar Day Per UnitType of Units
GOQ (General Officers' Quarters)
SOQ (Senior Officers' Quarters)
FGO (Field Grade Officers)
CGO (Company Grade Officers)
SEM (Senior Enlisted Men)







Table 3: Unaccompanied Personnel Housing
Type of Liquidated Damages Per













Taole 4: Storage Space
Liquidated Damages Per Liquidated Damages
Calendar Day Per Square Foot Square Feet Per Calendar Day
$.03
Table 5: Office Space
Liquidated Damages Per Liquidated Damages
Calendar Day Per Square Foot Square Feet Per Calendar Day
$.05
Normally liquidated damages should not be allowed to accummulate in excess of 1 5 percent
of the contract price. Excessive liquidated damages indicate poor contract administration
(e.g., failure to insure time extensions or to terminate for default). When contractors are
suostantially behind schedule they should be terminated, or a jiew completion date
negotiated for appropriate consideration. Contact NAVFACENGCOM for guidance and
authority when damages approach 10 percent of the contract price.
4-213 STATUTORY COST LIMITATIONS. Construction of certain types of facilities are
subject to statutory cost limitations. When the specifications are being prepared for a
contract for worx subject to statutory cost limitations, the appropriate NAVFACENGCOM
Project Manager snail be contacted to assure that the OICC has the most current and
applicaole statutory cost information. Normally the statutory cost limitations will be
specifically set forth in the IFti. In addition, if only a portion of the contract work is
subject to statutory cost limitation, the successful bidder may be required after bid
opening but prior to award, to submit a separate price breakdown of those portions of the
work which are subject to the statutory cost limitations.
4-21 4 GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL. (FAR 45.105, 45.303,
45.309) Government-furnished equipment and material should not be used:
(a) where equally satisfactory equipment can be furnished by the contractor at




(b) wnere delivery of the equipment and/or material to the jod site cannot be
reasonably assured to prevent delays in construction schedules.
Government-furnished equipment may De used:
(a) where complex, specially manufactured long lead time equipment is required;
(b) where significant economy can De realized from mass procurement without
jeopardizing construction cost or schedule;
(c) where there is a necessity for standardized equipment within a system; and
(d) where surplus equipment is available and can be effectively used in lieu of
procuring new equipment.
Pertinent information on tne specific materials and equipment to be furnisned Dy the
Government must be included in the project specifications or on the drawings. Great care
should be taxen to assure that the Government-furnished material and equipment are
available at the time and in the quantity and quality specified to avoid subsequent claims
and liabilities.
Whenever possible, it is advisable to have the contractor responsiole for providing all
material and equipment. A Property Administrator shall be designated for each contract
involving Government property furnished to or acquired by the contractor. This person
shall be designated by and be responsible to the OICC for carrying out the appropriate
duties and responsioiiities outlined in AbPR Supplement 3.
4-215 TRANSPORTATION. (ASPR Supplement No. 3, FAR Part 47)
(a) txcept in unusual circumstances, NAVFACENGCOM contracts should require the
contractor to furnish all required transportation. Experience has established that where
tne Government attempts to provide transportation, supplies are frequently damaged
enroute, late in being delivered or similar difficulties encountered. OICC's may provide
transportation in those instances where normal commercial transportation is not availaole
to the contractor, (e.g., construction contracts requiring construction in remote Arctic
locations); wnere significant cost savings will accrue to the Government through the use of
Government Dills of lading or in other circumstances where the OICC determines it will be
in the Dest interest of the Government to assume the responsiDility for transportation.
(D) The following FAR transportation clauses are to De inserted, where applicable
(unless otnerwise noted), in fixed price supply and/or construction contracts:
(i) FAR 25.704 and 52.225-1 1 "Certain Communist Areas" (Mandatory clause).






(iii) FAR 4 2. 1406 and 52.242-12 "Report of Shipment (RESHIP)".
(iv) FAR 47.507 and 52.247.64 "Preference for Privately Owned ILS.-Fiag
Commercial Vessels".
(c) See 2-311 for FAR clauses applicable to contracts involving ocean shipping.
4-216 PLANT INSPECTION. (46.402)
4-216.1 Prime Contracts. Normally, NAVFACENGCOM does not award prime contracts
requiring inspection in a manufacturer's plant. In those instances where such contracts are
awarded, they normally will be assigned to the Defense Contract Aa ministration Services
for administration. Contracts that are assigned to the Defense Contract Administration
Services must include special provisions (See 2-111). In those instances where a
manufacturer's plant is not under the cognizance of the Defense Contract Administration
Services, the OICC may provide plant inspection with forces or arrange for such inspection
to be provided by another EFD or DCAS.
4-216.2 Subcontracts. (FAR 46.405) Construction contracts frequently require the prime
contractor to furnish major items of mechanical equipment such as Doilers, air conditioning
units, etc In such cases, arrangements can be made for the Defense Contract
Administration Service to perform plant inspection. Normally, this is accomplished by
forwarding a letter to the cognizant Defense Contract Administration Service Office,
specifically identifying the nature of the inspection services desired and specifically
setting fortn the extent and authority to be exercised by the inspecting personnel. This
latter point cannot oe overemphasized since contract administration officers normally have
full administrative authority for contracts and unless this authority is specifically limited
they may take undesired action such as authorizing substitution of materials, changing
dimensions, etc. If no Defense Contract Administration Services Office nas been assigned
cognizance of the manufacturer's plant involved, the OICC may arrange for inspection by
Navy personnel if so desired.
4-217 FORM OF CONTRACT PROVISION. It is essential that the provisions of Division
One properly identify all the terms, conditions and provisions which will be applicable to
the awarded contract by title, date, and number of pages. (See 4-103.2)
4-21* WARRANTIES. (FAR 46.7)
4-21 8.1 General Policy. Except where a warranty provision is included in the standard
contract forms, it is the policy of NAVFACENGCOM not to include special warranty
provisions. Past experience nas established tnat warranties increase contract costs while
not significantly increasing the ability of the Government to obtain corrective action or
reimoursement for ootaining corrective action from other sources than the contractor.
4-218.2 Standard Commercial Warranties. OICC's may include a warranty clause which
is standard or customary in the trade provided it is reasonably established that such clause





4-21 S. 3 Enforcement of Warranties. Whenever construction work or other material is
procured under a contract containing a Warranty or Inspection and Acceptance clause, and
upon completion is turned over to the user or customer, the OICC/ROICC must remain
available to "provide assistance to the user in the enforcement of those contract provisions.
Responsibility for day-to-day contact with contractors to obtain service under these
contract provisions remains with the users. If a contractor is refusing to honor those
contractual ooligations, then the duty falls upon the OICC/ROICC to initiate action under
contract administration procedures to either compel performance or obtain compensation
for the United States, including referral through channels to NAVFACENGCOM for a Final
Decision of the Contracting Officer, if necessary. Note that obligations under both the
Warranty and the Inspection and Acceptance clauses survive contract close-out. Users
should be advised by the OICC/ROICC of availability for this purpose. In any event, all
parties concerned should be made aware of the necessity for prompt notice to the
contractor of the existence of defects. PWO's, OICC's, and ROICC's should refer
questions concerning the applicability of these clauses to the EFO 02 for guidance.
4-219 SECURITY PROVISIONS. (FAR 4.4) OICC's in conjunction with the EFD Security
Officer shall assure tnat contracts wnich require the contractor to possess classified
materials or to work in classified areas include appropriate security provisions and are
properly administered.
4-220 SMALL BUSINESS SET-ASIDES. (FAR 19.1 and 19.5)
(a) All procurements for construction, alteration, or repairs, including maintenance,
under 32,000,000 shall be considered as though the Small Business Specialist had initiated a
set-aside request, and the procedures of FAR 19.5 shall apply. Proposed procurements of
$2,000,000 or more for construction shall be considered on an individual basis. For
procurements in other areas, the assigned Small Business Specialist should follow the
procedures in FAR 19.5.(See 5-205 for A/E criteria)
(b) FAR 19.5 sets forth the policy and procedures governing (1) contract awards to
small business concerns, (2) relationships with the Small Business Administration (SB A), (3)
small ousiness set-asides, and (4) small business subcontracting. Small Business Specialists
should be completely familiar with these provisions.
(c) When a contract is set-aside for small business, the applicable size standard shall
be included in the specifications with the notice in FAR 19.508.
4-221 LABOR PROVISIONS. (FAR Part 22) There are several mandatory provisions
concerning contractor-employee oenefits, working conditions, and wage rates. These
provisions are subject to frequent change. Accordingly, OICC's should be thoroughly
familiar with the contractor labor relations manual NAVFACENGCOM P-386 and should
establish a close working relationship with the EFD Labor-Relations Specialist.
4-222 OCEAN SHIPPING. See 2-310
4-223 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED UTILITIES. (FAR 36.514) If Government utilities are
going to be made available to the contractor, the contract specifications must clearly
delineate the particular utilities to be furnished without charge, those which will be






*-22<* PRIORITY RATINGS AND EXPEDITING OF MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT.
<*-22<*.l Mandatory Requirement. Under the current priorities and allocations system,
the use of priority ratings on ooth DOD contracts and purchase orders and contractor
placed orders is mandatory. Ratings must oe applied to contracts and purchase orders at
the time such contracts or orders are issued. A contract or purchase order is "rated" by
writing on the contract or order, or on a separate paper specifically identified to the
contract or order; the prefix OO or DX, as appropriate; followed Dy the authorized program
identification; the date(s) delivery required; and a certification statement as prescribed by
DMS Reg. 1. The certification statement must be signed by and include the Title of an
Authorized Official.
*-22*.2 Contracts Administered by OICCs Covering NAVFACENGCOM Contracts, Civil
Works Projects and Navy Family Housing. All maintenance and construction under
NAVFACENGCOM contracts, regardless of the type of funds used, all construction under
Civil Works Appropriation, and all Navy Family Housing will be issued C2 (construction)
ratings except when a higher rating is specifically authorized.
(a) It should be noted that in the case of Civil Works Projects the prime contractor
may have previously been issued a priority rating for the overall project. However, the
facility will need an individual construction rating under the C2 (Construction Program)
which snould be issued by the OICC to the prime contractor immediately upon designation
asOICC.
(b) Contracts Over $100,000. Prime contractors shall be instructed to suDmit to
NAVFACENGCOM, Military Readiness Division,, as early as practicable, an original and
one copy of a "Statement of Controlled Materials Requirements" on Form DMS-4A
(production or research and development) or Form DMS-4C (construction).
(c) Contracts Over $300,000. Prime contractors shall be instructed to submit to this
Command, Military Readiness Division, an original and one copy of "Detailed Breakdown of
Controlled Materials Requirements" on Form DMS-4S in addition to Form DMS-4C on
contracts awarded in excess of $500,000. Supplemental Forms DMS-4A, DMS-4C, DMS-^S
may De submitted at any time.
(d) Contracts Not Exceeding $100,000. Form DMS-4C is not required where the
special procedure for small construction projects is used.
(e) Informal Contracts and Yard Labor Projects. All maintenance and construction
performed by yard labor forces or by informal contract, regardless of the type of funds
used, will De assigned a C3 (MRO) rating.
^-22^.3 Expediting Delivery of Materials and Equipment. Special Priorities Assistance
will be requested promptly whenever the promised delivery of materials is too late to
permit maintenance of a required schedule. Requests for priorities assistance may be
prepared by a prime or subcontractor, or by any responsible office in the Navy on a U.S.
Department of Commerce, Industry and Trade Administration Form ITA-999. OICCs or
ROICC's can assist the contractor in preparing this form to assure that all required
information is provided. Contractors, OICCs and/or ROICCs must expedite through their
cognizant DCASO and if the proDlem is not resolved, properly endorse Form ITA-999 as
soon as possible to the next echelon.
<*-22<».* NAVFACENGCOM Assistance. NAVFACENGCOM, Military Readiness Division,





4-22.5 MULTIPLE PROJECTS. (Military Construction Authorization Act) In those
instances where it is determined to De in the best interest of the Government to
accomplish the construction of more than one project under a single contract, and the
estimated cost of one or more of the projects is $200,000 ($200,000 used to avoid exceeding
escalation limitations) or greater, the following shall he included in the provisions of the
bidding documents:
"Prior to award the low conforming bidder shall furnish immediately upon
receipt of a request from the Officer in Charge of Construction, a breakdown
of the bid specifically setting forth the proportionate share of the total bid
price attributaole to the construction of each of the following: (Specifically
cite the project or projects affected.)"
4-226 AWARD PROVISIONS. (14.407)
4-226.1 GeneraL Except as indicated below, IFB's shall provide that award will be made
to the responsible bidder whose bid, conforming to the IFB, is most advantageous to the
Government, . price and otner factors considered. (See SF22, Article 10 and
NAVFACENGCOM Instruction to Bidders, Article 10)
4-226.2 Additive or Deductive Bid Items. When additive or deductive bid items are used,
award provisions shall be as provided for in 4-201. 3(f).
4-226.3 Unit Prices. Except in unusual circumstances, where a split award may be
possible and desired, contracts to be awarded on the basis of unit prices, shall include a
statement tnat award will be based on performance of all the work and that a split award
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